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FOREWORD
This report was produced in accordance
with NASA Contract NAS3-7614 for NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
It describes test results and calculations
on the performance of the Multiple-
Circular-Arc Stator B.
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1. SUMMARY
A transonic stator, having multiple-circular-arc airfoils with minimum curvature
at the forward portion 4 the airfoil consistent with flow choking limitations,
was tested over a range of flow angles and velocities. The transition point of
the airfoil section was located rearward of an assumed shock location. Stator
inlet flow was generated by means of an inlet guide vane and flow generation
rotor. Transonic stator inlet flow was achieved at design speed, but Mach
numbers were slightly lower than the design values. Measured minimum stator
losses at mid-span were lower than the NASA loss correlation for comparablo,
Mach numbers. Near the blade ends the losses increased sharply. At mid-
span the stator exhibited a minimum total pressure loss coefficient, Z5,  of 0. 056
at design speed. The inlet Mach number and diffusion factor at minimum loss
were 0.92 and 0. 53, respectively. Near the hub at 90 percent of span, the stator
minimum total pressure loss coefficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion
factor were 0. 15, 1.00 and 0. 64, respectively. At 10 percent of span, the
stator minimum total pressure loss coefficient, inlet Mach number and diffusion
factor were 0. 11, 0. 86 and 0. 52, respectively. At 5 and 95 percent of span,
the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficients were 0.21 and 0. 25,
respectively. At design speed, optimum stator incidence occurred at zero
degrees to the suction surface, except near the end walls where minimum losses
occurred at positive incidences. Stator deviations at the mid-span were 1 to 2
degrees greater than predicted. Stator deviations at 10 and 90 percent of span
were 4 and 7 degrees greater than predicted. Test data are presented to show
the variation of deviation, diffusion factor and stator loss coefficient as a function
of incidence angle.
The maximum flow obtained a,t design speed was 135.9 pounds per second, or
0.9 pound per second higher than design flow. Overall stage efficiency at this
flow and design speed was one-half point higher than predicted.
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II. INTRODUCTION
Under Contract NAS3-7614 to NASA, the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of
United Aircraft Corporation investigated blade element performance of stators
designed to operate in the transonic range.
The objective of this investigation was to obtain blade element data on a family
of multiple-circular-arc (MCA) blade shapes, which are considered suitable
for stator blade sections that operate at high flow Mach numbers. This new
family of blade shapes is defined as two double-circular-arc blade segments
joined at a common transition point, where the forward and rearward portions
of the blade are circular-arc sections of different radii. These blade shapes
are aimed at controlling the flow turning over the forward portion of the blade
with respect to the total turning to minimize losses associated with flow shocks.
The contract included testing three different stator airfoil shapes utilizing an
inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor. Two stators have multiple- circular-
arc airfoils with the supersonic turning equal to 0.6 of that for an equivalent
double-circular-arc airfoil stator. One multiple-circular-arc design (MCA
Stator A) has the transition between the low curvature forward section and the
rearward section at the assumed passage shock position. The other design
(MCA Stator B) has its transition point moved to the rear of the shock location.
A third stator with double-circular-arc airfoils provides a basis for comparison.
The three sets of stators were designed for an inlet relative Mach number of 1. 1
at the hub and an inlet flow angle of 48 degrees. The blading was designed to
turn the flow to the axial direction at all radii. A hub solidity of 1.91 was selected
along with an aspect ratio of 2. 06, which resulted in 63 blades having a chord
of 2.155 inches. Detail design of these stators, along with the design of the
inlet guide vane and flow generation rotor, is given in Reference 1.
This report presents blade element performance of the MCA Stator B. Also
presented are overall performance data for the combination of inlet guide vane
and rotor and for the combined overall performance of the inlet guide vane,





The following symbols are used:
A	 - area, ft2
Aan	 - annulus area, ft2
 (3.76 at the inlet guide vane leading edge)
A f	 - .frontal area, ft2
 (5.241 at the inlet guide vane leading edge)
c	 - chord length, in
D	 .y diffusion factor
incidence ang? ,-.)-, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent
to blade mean camber line at leading edge, degrees
as	 incidence a-`0o, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent
to bla&, sucti ti surface at leading edge, degrees
M	 - Mach rumber
N	 rotor speed, rpm
P	 - total pressure, psfa
p	 - static pressure, psfa
r	 - radius, ft
S - blade spacing, in
T - total temperature, OR
t - static temperature, OR
t/c - thickness-to-chord ratio
U - rotor speed, ft/sec
V - air velocity, ft/sec
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	W	 -weight flow, lbs/sec
	
a	 - air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction, degrees
	
,y	
- ratio of specific heats
Oa - air turning angle, degrees
	
5	 - ratio of inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 2116.22 lbs/ft2
	
50	 - deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent to





B	 - ratio of inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 518.6°R
	
P	 - mass density, lbs-sec2/ft4
	
o	 - solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
- total pressure loss coefficient
- angular velocity of rotor, radians/sec
Superscripts:
- relative to mov.ag blades
	







r	 - radial direction
	
z	 - axial direction
	




0	 - plenum chamber
	
1	 - instrument plane upstream of inlet guide vane (IGV)
	
2	 - station at IGV leading edge
	
3	 - station at IGV trailing edge
	
4	 - instrument plane upstream of rotor
	
5	 - station at rotor inlet
	
6	 - station at rotor exit
	
7	 - instrument plane upstream of stator
	
8	 - station at stator leading edge
	
9	 - station at stator trailing edge
	
10	 - instrument plane downstream of stator
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IV. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
A. Compressor Test Facility
The compressor test facility is shown schematically in Figure 1. It is equipped
with a gas-turbine-drive engine using a 2.1:1 gearbox to give the optimum speed-
range capability.
Air enters through a calibrated nozzle for flow measurements. A 72-foot
straight section of 42-inch-diameter pipe runs from the nozzle- to a 90-inch-
diameter inlet plenum. Wire-mesh screen and an "egg-crate" structure located
midway through the plenum provide a uniform pressure profile into the com-
pressor.
The compressor airflow is exhausted into a toroidal collector and then into a
6-foot-diameter discharge stack. A 6-foot-diameter valve in the stack provides
back pressure for the test compressor. Two smaller valves, one 24-inch and
one 12-inch, in bypass lines provide vernier control of back pressure.
B. Test Compressor
The test compressor, as shown in Figure 2, is a single stage, axial-flow com-
pressor with an inlet guide vane. It has a constant outside diameter of 31.0
inches ana. a hub/tip ratio at the stator inlet of 0.70. The inlet guide vane has
237 rTA{•n Tq(nn;—CA 1 140,; saries vanes, the rotor 28 double-circular-arc blades, and the
stator 63 vanes. Complete details of the design are given in Reference 1.
1. Inlet Guide Vane and Rotor
The inlet guide vane and rotor were designed to produce the desired stator inlet
flow angle and Mach number distribution. Blade element performances for the
inlet guide vane and rotor are given in Reference 2.
2. Stator
The multiple-circular-arc stator is composed of sections of two double- circular-
arc blades, joined at a common transition point as shown in Figure 3. The two
independent double-circular-arc sections allow control of the amount of super-
sonic turning and permit optimizing shock losses with respect to diffusion losses
in order to obtain minimum overall losses. The transition point for the MCA
Stator B Airfoil was located behind the assumed shock location by rotating a line
from the assumed shock line rearward through an angle, Z, of 12 degrees as
shown in Figure 3. The maximum thickness point is coincident with the transi-
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tion point. Locating the transition point behind the assumed shock reduces the
rate of turning immediately behind the shock. Supersonic suction-surface camber
was set at 0.6 that of a double-circular-arc stator having the same inlet and
outlet conditions. A summary of the stator design values for eight streamlines
at which blade element data were obtained is given in Table I. A photograph of
the MCA Stator B is shown in Figure 4.
TABLE I
STATOR DESIGN DATA, MCA STATOR B
(Station 8 - Station 9)
Percent of Stator Leading Edge Span from O. D.
5 10 30
Inlet Dia. 30.54 30.02 28.18
Exit Dia. 30.60 30.05 28.38
Ra 41.63 41.46 41.57
R9 0.0 0.0 0.0
M8 0.85 0.86 0.90
a 1.412 1.437 1.525
t/c 0.078 0.076 0.068
c 2.155 2.155 2.155
i 8.1 8.0 8.0
m
80 12.4 11.8 10.5
w 0.071 0.073 0.080
D 0.52 0.52 0.53
50 70 80 90 95
26.35 24.52 23.60 22.69 22.30
26.74 25.11 24.32 23.53 24.24
42.55 44.02 45.04 46.89 48.08
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.94 1.00 1.04 1.06 1.07
1.627 1.740 1.803 1.870 1.896
0.060 0.052 0.048 0.044 0.042
2.155 2.155 2.155 2.155 2.155
6.9 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.5
10.0 10.1 10.2 10.8 11.1
0.091 0.108 0.117 0.130 0.136
0.54 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.58
Stator leading and trailing edge radii are both 0.01 inch across the span. Design
incidence to the suction surface is 0%
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C. Instrumentation
Instrumentation was identical with that used for testing of MCA Stator A, which
is described in Reference 2, except for:
• Removal of disk traverse probes in front of the inlet guide vane and rotor.
+ Addition of a radially traversing circumferential temperature rake at
the stator exit.
+ Removal of the three high frequency response, total pressure probes
located behind the rotor.
The general construction features of the temperature rake, pressure rakes and
traverse probes are illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the station number
designation and location of instrumentation and blade leading and trailing edge planes.
Figure 7 shows the circumferential location of instrumentation.
D. Test Procedure
The test procedure was evolved during the testing of MCA Stator A. During the
initial testing of that stator, it was found that inserting traverse probes at the
stator inlet caused large circumferential distortions, which affected readings of
most fixed instrumentation and of other traverse probes in the airstream. As a
result, it was necessary to run traverse probes at the stator inlet independent
of other instrumentation.
It was also found during shakedown testing that full immersion of a traverse
probe at the stator inlet reduced flow approximately 3 percent. In order to avoid
stall while taking data, it was necessary to set traverse data points with a margin
of 3 percent above stall flow.
Subsequent analysis of data from initial tests showed that, near the stator hub,
loss coefficients were still decreasing as stall was approached. In order to de-
fine more complete plots of total pressure loss coefficients versus incidence,
extra data points were added within 1 percent of stall flow. No stator inlet tra-
verses were made for these points.
The original test plan scheduled 'tests at 95 percent of design speed to obtain
data at inlet Mach number of approximately 1.0 at the stator hub. However,
analysis of the data obtained on MCA Stator A showed that stator inlet Mach
numbers were lower than design values. Therefore, 120 percent of design speed




Stress was surveyed during the testing of MCA Stator A up to 110 percent of
design speed and over a range of flows from wide open throttle to near stall.
The stress survey was extended in the MCA Stator B test program to 120 percent
of design speed. Stress was monitored on open throttle and near stall operating
lines between these speeds, and on the 120-percent speed line between
open throttle and near stall. Mechanical limitations were not evident during
these tests.
Overall performance and blade element performance tests for the MCA Stator
B were run at 50, 70, 90, 100, 110, and 120 percent of design speed. Five
complete data points and one near stall point were obtained at all speeds except
120 percent. At 120 percent of design speed, the near stall point was not run
because there was a possibility that a hard stall with the small tip clearances at
this speed might damage the rig. Complete data points included radial traverse
measurements before and after the stator of total pressure, static pressure,
and air angle, together with wake rake traverses of stator exit total pressure
and temperature. Near stall points were run without traversing ahead of the
stator.
E. Calculation Procedure
Data were reduced using the procedure described in Reference 2 to calculate
axisymmetric flow conditions in the compressor with the following exceptions:
• Stator vector diagram data and performance parameters were
calculated at 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, 80, 90 and 95 percent of blade
height.
• Stator exit total temperature profiles were measured in the MCA
Stator B test and were not correlated from tests of other stators.
Performance parameters are defined as follows:
a. Incidence Angle (based on mean camber line)
'm = '88 - R8m	 (Stator)
b. Deviation
S° = 09 - a9	 (Stator)
c. Diffusion Factor
r8 	 r VD =
 1- V 9 + (8 B 8 rg) 	 a V89 9s	 (Stator)
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d. Loss Coefficient
_ P8 - P9
PT- P8
e. Loss Parameter
7 cos R 9
20
f. Polytropic Efficiency




























1. Cp -	 p(local) r p8	 (Stator)
1/2 P8 V82
2. S factor = P8	 p(local)	 (Stator)
1/2 p 8 V82
Note: Leading edge values of local static pressure for
Cp and S factor were set equal to the inlet stag-
nation pressure; trailing edge values for Cp and S
factor were based on calculated static pressure at
the stator exit plane.
`E
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overall performance of the inlet guide vane, rotor, and stator and the blade
element performance of the MCA Stator B are presented. Overall performance
is presented in plots of pressure ratio and efficiency versus weight flow, with
corrected speed as a parameter. Stator blade element performance, including
loss coefficient, diffusion factor, and deviation, are presented as functions of
incidence. Curves have been drawn through data generated at common test
speeds, with design values shown for comparison. Tabulations of Mach number
ranges for each speed line were added for convenience. Static pressure dis-
tributions for the stator surface and hub channel versus chord length are plotted.
Velocity vectors and blade element performance parameters for the MCA
Stator B are tabulated in Appendix A.
Inlet guide vane and rotor performance are presented in Reference 2.
A. Overall Performance
Figure 8 presents overall performance of the inlet guide vane, rotor and stator
in terms of pressure ratio and efficiency versus corrected weight flow,
W VT/g, and versus corrected specific weight flow, W N-0/6 A , for six
corrected rotor speeds. Figure 9 presents the overall performance of the inlet
guide vane and rotor combination for the six corrected speeds. Values of
corrected airflow were measured with the inlet nozzle. Stall lines were
extrapolated from the characteristic speed lines to the measured stall airflows.
Figure 8 shows that the maximum flow obtained at design speed was 135. 9
pounds per second, or 0.9 pound per second higher than design flow. The
stage efficiency and pressure ratio at this flow and design equivalent speed
were 80.3 percent and 1.439 compared with the predicted values of 79.7 percent
and 1.485. Maximum stage efficiency obtained at design speed was 80.8 percent
at a pressure ratio of 1.502 and an airflow of 132.9 pounds per second. Maximum
pressure ratio obtained at design speed was 1.559 at an airflow of 121.1 pounds
per second and stage efficiency of 76.0 percent. The low value of stage efficiency
can be partially attributed to the fact that the stator loading is very high compared
to the rotor work input and that the high stator losses result in a high ratio of
loss to work input, and therefore a low efficiency.
B. Blade Element Performance
Blade element performance of the MCA Stator B for six speeds is presented
in Figures 10, 11, and 12. Figures show diffusion factor, deviation and total
pressure loss coefficient versus incidence, with one plot for each spanwise
location. Data were calculated at axial stations corresponding to the leading






In general the loss plots exhibit the following trends:
• An increase in minimum loss with increasing Mach number.
• A narrowing of low loss incidence range as Mach number increases.
• Increased minimum loss incidence with increases in Mach number.
Measured mid-span minimum losses at design speed were lower than predicted
for comparable values of Mach number. Near the blade ends losses were higher
than predicted. The measured mid-span minimum loss at 120 percent of design
speed was 0.089 compared to predicted design speed loss of 0.091. The measured
inlet Mach number and diffusion factor at 120 percent of design speed are 1.04
and 0. 57, respectively. Design mid-span values of loss coefficient, inlet Mach
number and diffusion factor are 0, 091, 0.94 and 0. 54, respectively. At design
speed, measured mid-span values of minimum loss coefficient, inlet Mach
number and diffusion factor are 0.056, 1.92 and 0. 53, respectively. Near the
hub at 90 percent of span, the stator mi-Amum total pressure loss coefficient,
inlet Mach number and diffusion factor were 0. 15, 1.00 and 0, 64, respectively,
At 10 percent of span, the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficient, inlet
Mach number and diffusion factor were 0. 11, 0.86 and 0. 52, respectively. At
5 and 95 percent of span, the stator minimum total pressure loss coefficients
were 0.21 and 0.25, respectively. Minimum loss values taken from the curves
of Figure 12 are compared with design values in Figure 13,
Minimum loss levels and optimum incidence angles were defined by test data
points for all blade elements. At mid-span section, minimum loss at design
speed occurs at zero degrees to the suction surface. At 5, 10, 80, 90 and 95
percent of span, the minimum loss at design speed occurs at positive incidences
of 2 to 4 degrees.
Stator loadings for design speed and design incidences agree with predicted
loading at the tip section, but are lower than predicted at mid-span section and
higher than predicted at the hub. The measured D factors, at zero degrees of
incidence at 10, 50 and 90 percent of span are 0. 52, 0.53 and 0. 62, respectively,
compared to predicted loadings of 0. 52, 0.54 and 0.57.
Deviations at the mid-span are 1 to 2 degrees greater than predicted. Devia-
tions at 10 and 90 percent from the stator tip are 4 and 7 degrees greater than
predicted.
The stator loss parameter, w cos p 9
2a
is presented versus diffusion factor for
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each of eight radial locations in Figure 14. Curves have been drawn through the
points representing minimum loss for each speed. The curves shown for each
radial position have been adjusted to reflect trends at other radial locations pro-
viding a smooth transition as a function of radius. Therefore, at a given radial
location the curves will not necessarily represent a mean of the data points ob-
tained at that radial location. The loss parameter as presented is calculated
based on the measured total loss and thus includes any losses associated with
flow shocks. As speed is increased the D factor at which minimum loss occurs
increases due to compressibility. The curves drawn through the minimum loss
points indicate an increase in the loss parameter with increasing D factor as
might be expected. However, the magnitude of the increase in loss parameter
with increase in D factor may, in part, be due to an increase in shock losses
associated with the higher Mach number.
Figure 15 presents a comparison of the minimum loss parameter versus D factor
for the eight radial locations. The curves indicate an inemase in loss parameter
in the end wall regions.
Chordwise distributions of the ratio of local static pressure on the hub to stator
inlet pressure at 90 percent of span are shown in Figure 16. This figure rep-
resentp wide open throttle, part throttle and near stall for 50, 100 and 110 per-
cent of operating speed. Static pressures were measured along the hub, mid-
way between two stator vanes. Pressure discontinuities at the open throttle
operating points at design speed and 110 percent of design speed indicate shocks
in the channel.
Chordwise distributions of pressure coefficient, Cp, on the stator surfaces are
shown in Figures 17 through 24. Pressure coefficient, S factors, are shown
in Figures 25 through 32. The data are presented for wide open throttle, part
throttle, and near stall for 50, 100, and 110 percent of design speed. The
pressure distribution which corresponds to near minimum loss is indicated in
the figure subtitles. A rapid rise in C !rapid decrease in S factor) on the blade
suction surface indicates a sharp rise ?n static pressure due to the presence
of a passage shock. The presence of these passage shocks are more apparent
at the higher speeds where the flow Mach number is higher. Data for all speeds
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Figure 10 -AICA Stator B, Diffusion Factor vs. Incidence
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Figure 11 INICA Stator B, Deviation vs. Incidence
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Figure 12	 FICA Stator B, Total Pressure Loss Coefficient vs. Incidence
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Figure 12	 1CA Stator B, Total Pressure Loss Coefficient vs. Incidence
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Figure 14	 MCA Stator B, Loss Parameter vs. Diffusion Factor
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Figure 14	 MCA Stator B, Loss Parameter vs. Diffusion Factor
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PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 	 PWA-3356
TABLE 1-1
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPFFT), POINT 1
STATOR
'• SPAN 95 90 so 7 6 SO 30 10 O
D I• 22.300 221t' 23.670 24.480 26.550 28.190 30.000 30 944_
de 44.713 42.507 41.361 40.448 37.301 36.074
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35.688 !#569
Ht 7,434 7.348 6.108 4.866 3.952 3.966 4.100 4.133
vs 546.697 569,062 b44.659 .274 92.E 44;•!25 12.214
v9 392.276 430.14b 447.718 436.118 413.518 403.391 377.388 312.189_
v Ee jb3 491 41d.	 4 4 4 v T.648 T9 	 2 80.92 364. 2 26.329
vE9_ 367.,968 425.5BU 444.318 433.866 412._502 4_2.314 376.4C1 .111.369
vqe -	 380.4 4, . ^W.i&3 277.558 261.543 33
v19,9 50.755 55,015 47.b35 36.993 28.510 27.900 26.940 22.502
re .488 .514 .491 .4 4 .44 ,423.402 .369
r9 .550 .385 .401 .390 .370 .361 9337 .278
37.279 35.159 35.254 35.582 33.349 32.108 31.589 33.435
.220 .107 9048 .04/ .051 .046 .096 1236
w ^•^	 y'^^	 .057 .028 .013 .014 .0101 .016 .033 .084
D __.428 . 3 1)s .333 .378 .333 .317 .340 -449
oP .b70 .775 .869 .864 .840 .832 .689 .470
- 1.273 .397 1.991 2.308 1.731 2.014 2.258 4.039_
X83
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b • _	 lt.\3k 1_.95d 16.238 14.906 13.942 _ 14.536 15.810 16.333
PEA ENT DESI.r SPEE.I. Y L' 100
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CO' )E^TF.L ')TOR SPEFO. k1 
'
I	 44W.i.1	 yA I
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TABLE 1-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B





















46.934 44,668 43.494 42.707 40,057
_
]8.332 36.814 40.30
(io 6.Ob7 7.145 5.709 4,579 3.599 3.737 4.680 4.695_
v s 537.792 564.155 541.241 522.524 482.837 464,432 441.106 406.195
V 9 37	 .813 408.183 425.666 415.833	 _389.398 380.002 356.197 294.531
v Ze 3bb.59 400.527 392.108 383.557 369.371 ]64.23 7 343.697 306.883
v 19 368.183 404.060 422.762 413.877 388.326 379.086 354.989 293.534
vqe 392.890 396.597 372.522 354.399 310.730 288.048 276.485 266.115
52.316 50.770 42.341 33.199 24.442 24.764 29.665 24.109vB9
us .utiv .509 .488 .0	 0 .435 - .416 -- X94 .3o
M9 .332 ,3b4 .380 .371 .347 .339 .317 .26138.bb7 37.523 37.785 38.127 36.458 34.595 34,134 36.235
.2UL_ .097 _ .050 X 044 _t038 . 052 _ _	 - -,088
C..fl y 12W .052 .025 .014 .013 012 .017 •031 .074
0 04b7 .435 .378 .33_ _	 .380 _ ,14Sz- ,307 tkft
IP .641 .816 .881 .892 .900 .849 .760 .574
1- _ 3.494 2.558 4.124 4.567 4.487 4.2 72 5_. 384 7.400
1 -1.0bb -2.202 -1.256 -1.403 -2.373 -3.458 -2.756 -.660
g. 18.967 17.755 15.839 14.619 _ 13.589
_	
14.307 16.390 16.695_
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED	 ' 100 1 49 9709	 G • 10,010.
N/V4 DE SIGN	 CORRECTS D FL 7 W P E R UNIT F RONTAL AREA. 	 A
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I
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TABLE 1-3
BLADE: K.LE`IENT PERFORMANCE, FICA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
: SP ♦„ y, ^9u nu 70 50 30 10 05
22_R40 ^[.6d0 [3.670 24.460 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
A
_
40.73 44.	 70 44.520 44.	 b2 41 .299 40.070 42.086 44.399
1 7.956 7 Yob 5.664 0.723 4.548 6.378 Y.787 4,8Q'
•^ 525.37d `4.1.651 31.447 515.889 471.460 451.071 424.364 91.229
354.950 .381. 7 ,4v 408.274 401.23b 369.600 358.7d9 333.680 27•1
359.459
_
390.262 378.74u 36S. 94b 354.J42 345.145 314 . 711 79.526
•lE 35u.780 C5.5b9 390.6db 368.383 3,7.655 332.501 --77-Y.275 290_
382.55- -X6.41/ 372.9UO 363.273 311.101 2^O.Sb3 284.228 7 24
*42 48.527 54.161 40.43b 40.,;11 29.320 [7.390 27.847 23.119
rP+
.473 - .496 .476 .463 . 4 23 .4G4 . 3 78 .34„ 
t .316 .347 .3b4 .357 .329 .319 .296 .244A 38.875
_
36.682 38.036 39.039 36.752 35.692 37.299 )9. "q
.232 .iJJ 367 .00O 058 .OeS .083 124fl
Z C.. A, 24 .052 .027 .016 .117 .018 .021 .026 .074
D .465 .447 .4U1 .403 .+04 .394 .423 .521
'+t .655 .807 .847 .BoO .661 .827
.798 .600
,- 3.293 2.560 5.150 6.622 5.729 b.010 8.6566	 ic'88§9
-1.267 22.200 - - Ts-c- .652 -1.131 -1.	 20 16 2.809
be 14b.2_6 10.598 15.614 15.763 14.538 14.94e :6.497 17.000
P ER:EN .
 DESIGN SPEED ^^' ' ad A 4N.	 ^,^/^III'g DE SIGH	 CO n RlCTEO FiG R ► [R UNIT fRON r AI A RIA. ^+•-*• 1171!9
CORRE_TED ROTO ► SPEED	 `
CD-RiCTED PEI SIf' ROt_ ^E./t. Rt.µC CONNECTED • l0• • t n UNIT ANNULUS 11[ ♦. 	 /e 17.71!7
TABLE 1-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
,P y. 9S 9.. OJ 7C SO 30 1u 05
D.. 2c.30J 22.6u [3.67u 2-..au 26.3D0 [a.19C 30.000 30.540
rt .c.n24 4G.S13 46.26f3 +o.2r3 42.978 4L.Sli v	 2 .1
7 .693 7.8 C.053 5.904 4.739 4.4[5 4.452 4.491
r1 522.104 5,45.576 52b. y Jh 516.640 409.042 44t). 715 413.J12 377.702
r 4 6-3,02 375.444 354.272 390.Ju7 353.597 3S8.oy7 3Cb.1525 254.586
V Zt 347.M 314.919 3eS.09ti 357.U[ 343.270 328.5ub 2d2.5B9 e4l.838
r 1v 33y. 19h 37A.l')7 3',.1.402 3ci7.4, ,152.192 3.17.b,5 305.690 253.798
V41 !9[.985 395.833 JA2 .3ub 373.157 319.517 3ul.212 3ol.202 -71^12IS
r,I9 45.420 S1.256 41.57: 4u.66U 29.212 [0.134 23.802 19.964_
of .46) .491 .475 .463 .420 .390 .367 .335
.304 .334 _	 .351 .347 _ _ .301 .271 .225
4L.15. 36.666 40.235 40.259 38..,2 30.091 42.374 45.689
20U .111 .J77 .079 .Uad .096 .110 .214
0.. h1 b
_._ _
.051 .C29 .021 .U[3 .428 .031 .U38 .07o
D
.51, .475 .42h .431 .441 .441 .491 .579
.
__
.671 .bj4 .637 .b3C .hll .7bg .760 .621
___. S.jh. = ,ru= o.Sln o.lu3 7.3b8 o.4bo 13.396 lb.657
.924 - . Z-7 1.538 [.133 .708 .7[b 5.256 8.597
> a. 5't.5 j8.457 ib.lb3 lo.J[4 14.72 14.995 10.162 16.698
P ERCENr DES104 SPEED Af - IDD . 444 7 )5	 ^z/j
"Ag DE SI G.	 CORRECTED FLO I. PI R UNIT F RONTAL AREA	 . 12-1]].








BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MICA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
SPA N 95 90 8U 70 50 30 10 C5
DI. 221JU0 22.68u 23.b70 24.480 2b.350 28,190 30.000 30.540
dR 48.649 48.677 46.273 48.059 44,'90 47.101 52.7
3
07 53.501
8, 7,458 7,54U 6,213 5,902 5.254 5,554 5. 4'4 4.323
v s 537.779 527.801 517.lb4 511.861 460.496 434.70% %04.254 394. 1u
V9 J32,4d3 359,760 38C.44n 377.211 334.326 307	 103 262.255 245.182
Vz, 354.8.11 348.097 543.923 31-1.904 6.175 ?952691 244.933 234.47
329.062 3bb.054 '77.733 374.811 332.780 305.619 281.037 244.483v Z,_
v48 403.b97 396.378 385.971 380.737 324.992 318.4 4 7 321.003
_
716
v,,, 43,156 47,209 41,173 39,180 30.616 29,720 26.135 18.44:30
N R .484 .474 .464 .'158 .412 .387 .359 .349
all ,295 .319 .338 .335 .296 .272 .249 .216
41.191 41.137 42.ObO 41.097 39.636 41.548 47.394 49.179
.162 .121 .090 ,113 •136 .175_ •179 ,255
:7 G^,7W .p47 .032 .025 .U33 .043 .057 .062 .090
0
.551 .489 .444 .45b .475  .510 .`_56 .640
tP .727 .790 .819 .773 .727 .668 .669 99
^. 5.2u9 6.567 8.903 9.919 9.320 13.041 19.277 19.971
^. .b%9 1.807 3.523 3.949 2.460 5.311 11.137 11.911
E • 18.358 18.1:0 16.343 16.002 15.244 in.124 17.023 16.523
PERCENT OESIG. SPEED N g
	




N ^ DE VCN	 CORRECTED •LO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
_	 AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. "/,,c - 4,32 V1
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLO W. WY'/4• AO OtC	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT AN NULUS AREA ♦ 	 ^^ 	 ' 154104
TABLE 1-6
BLADE ELE-IEIV'T PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPEED,, POINT 6
STATOR
- SPAN yg q0 b  70 SO 30 10 05
22.3u0 J2.bdu 23.070 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540





dt D. i574 b.o7d _	 9..117 6.233 6.166 _	 6.174 _ 2.762 495
v l 526.185 517.u99 509.149 503.805 -452.391 414.425 398.866 8^ 85.256
323.626 354.938 376.131 369.386 316.443 272.3b5 2b2.202 227.623
v2j 44.	 600 .138.758 337.471 33b.8b6 312.161 2b5.25 1- 215.266 _ --95.537
v	 -
--321.455 352.00. 373_.503 36b.957 31 4 .533 270.787 261.895
va
;$ 3gi 6u0 390.421 3bl.Uo7 375.403 327.408 318.414 335.790 331.944
449 33.12U 41.277 41.386 40.3U5 33.989 29.296 12.635_-1.96b
- -
.473 .46% .456 .451 .404 .3b9 .353 .341
.267 .315 .334 .328 .280 _ .240 .231 i'LO
43.206 42.349 42.130 41.938 40.197 44.U30 54.575 59.994
.200 _129 .097 .140 .195 .248 .258 .3467 
C..,49 70	 .052 .U34 .02b .041 .061 .081 .090 .123
0 .56U  .48o .441 .459 .505 .570 .624 .716
1p .7t,0 .774 .d04 .716 .640 .594 574 .481
5.640 b.917 9.;dS 10.031 10.793 16.144 23.907 25.969_
1.0AU 2.151 3.705 4.G61 3.933 d.414 15.767 17.909
6 . 10.774 17.[d8 .6.447 lo.273 16.156 16.744 14.472 11.705
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED N ' I • 100 . N 9794
NAVQ DE SIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA W^,G^ . X0.)9 )6
AI
CORRFCTEO ROTOR SPEED. 	 AM 170	 G
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. VVIA, - m 590	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNUL US AREA. 
W4-ro A	 IS 6505A
PAGE NO. 75
PRATT d W. ITNE V AiOCR]F-
TABLE 2-1
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, INICA STA -TOR B
70 (-c DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
°•N QS 90 60 70 so 30 10 05
o. 22.3nn 22.680 23.b70 24.4^0 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
is, 46.520 44.484 163.05S 41.122 ]8.	 It 36.9 t 36.216 3b.134
N 7."5 7.560 4.789 3.500 3.043 3.191 4.4 ► 0 4.5216
v4 791.71 26.464 790.U77 766.267 726.012 ,'95.729 657.710 607.214
W, 631.391 SA4.023 611.102 600.891 S77.645 563.'445 527.970 437.2nA
VZR-	 b4S.bA3 588.4*7 S76.372 %71.193 SAS. 060 S545.713 S30.644 %77.61Z
V Z9 524.734 577.410 607.665 598.719 576.297 562.87 11 526.352 435.829
574.+30 579.114 S39.390 509.961 455.404 4618.639 3".608 374.95A
v^ 73.011 76.838 51.020 36.616 30.661 31.387 40.7A1 3,&. 483
r, .719 .754 .718 .69S .65(. .627 •590 .542
w_ .1670 .519 .544_ .S3S .514 .501 .466 .SAS
38.535 36.924 38.266 3A.222 3S.	 06 _33-._78-3 31.7A6 33.610
_ .225 .114 .u43 .037 .046 .056 _	 .101 .210
4. 0, 7'4 .1;8 .030 .012 .011 .014 .018 .035 .074
0 •.99 .450 .393 .394 .3A9 .371 .381 .479
IF
_
•648 .813 .914 .923 .896 .861 .750 .6n4
y 3.I18n 2.374 3.685 3.SA2 3.279 2.9111 2."66 4.604
e°
-1.480
-2.3A6 -1.bR5 -2.388 -3.3E^ -4.817 -5.3S4 -3.456
3° 18.895 11+.170 14.919 13.540 13.033 13.761 16.140 16.724
PERCENT DESIGN SPEEDM 
♦i DE 9G 4
 N qR	
CJRRE C T ED FLOW FEW UNIT FRONLAL AREA.	 _15 - TE iR At
•r
CORRECTED 0070  SPEED. -AZ - e2' 1 6EZ ESc`	 CORRECTED FLOW P ER UNIT ANMIL US AR EA.CORRECTED WE]GNT FLO W. 'Y•/n• IC' ^0	 _
TABLE 2-2
BLADE ELEIENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
7C, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
!WAN 95 9. cu 70 z0 3u 10 C5
DIW t2.30J 22.66) c3.67u 24.4d0 26.357 28.190 SO.coo 30.540
6R 46.713 4•.7o0 43.904
4	
.300 4	 .93 39.489 3	 .	 1'4 w	 .	 2
11,_ 7,636 7.o2: 5.34L 3.321 2.775 3.149 4.030 4.050
r R 75.079 bu6.65a 77.7.43b 75J.2J5 705.77A 67	 30 b4	 .	 6 1	 .	 91
V, 55J.467 580.24b 571.808 543.479 530.629 499.645 412.851
._, 531,J71 :173.uoZ ^5a.03S 547.52C 53;..8b3 522.465 500.9Q 3 4
v 7, 495.160 544.4tic 77b.5o9 569.9u9 542.370 529.652 498.573 411.805
564.926 56v.74y :I39.J16 516.558 462.447 430.299 403.- 015 tbtl,608
., 66.1183 74.970 54.005 _33.12C 26.311 29.145 35.127 20 159
r, .7uv .737 .704 .661 .635 .b67 .	
.442 .406 .515 .SJ7 .461 .469 41 .362
39.37S :6.959 36.624 39.979 38.102 36.321 36.676
.210 Ili .055 .042 .041 .052 .087 .204
G. o z .d57 .J31
__
015 .012 .ul3 .017 .030 .072
D .517 .477 .+21 .420 .425 .4u1 .421 .521
qF .;>1% .cl'- 96 .910 .913 .803 .806 .641
3.273 2.67u 4.594 5.160 5.367 5.4u9 5.384 7.198
-l.[87 -2.u9u -.700 -.dlu -1.493 -[.321 -2.756 -.862
18,^3r. 16.431 :5.47 13.3bl 12.765 13.719 :5.740 16.250
rP ERCENT [ESIGw SPEED MTV 	 I00	 TO.Ott7
WV6hM/VI DE LGw	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FROMTAL AREA.
	 . I9.67M
CORRECTED RO . OR WEED w• yr - e716.730	 Ar





BLADE ELEINIEIT PERFORMANCE, 'FICA STATOR B
70'7 DESIGIti SPEED, POINT 3
STAT OR
-. S • AN 95 90 00 70 SO 30 10 OS
o•. :.2,300 22.640 23.670 • 4 0 6,350 0.190 30.000 30 5.0
df •^ 931 e •	 2^- •6.	 1 • 16.9 ••. ►6,
7 .350 7.759 4.963 3.5 2.62_ 3.225 3.579_ 31567
v e 755.40• 74C.546 761.946 7. 69352 657.2i g 624-62S S15.25 7
.^ 475,41 523,4	 1 SS•.063 •6.07e S 2.540 •90. 1 02 •67.•1• 38S,6S1
. 26
S"3.
S4 Sn. S 32 .•55 ;6.1 1	 .il •• .056 393. 9•
^_^ _ •70, S• Si7.96i6. X 00055 ^6^-^^5^067 511.6":6
197.265
•	 10.
466.470	 384: ;!h 43& .43•,y .1 S 5t0.501 O •19•6
Vol, 60,791
.'33
70.730 •7.932_35 63 33.510 28,027 Z9.1776 2.4
rE .669 .bF^ SS .S00
WW .418 .463 .490 .463 .452 ••39 .409 1 5
4^..502 39.0 •0.	 .6 41. 66 3	 .2 37.73 40.s •	 . 99
9 0	 1 .039 .077 .061 .00• .790
-C.•jiE b^
.GSS .0	 1 .01 .017 .02• .020 .02^-.067
.539 .499 _ • T • ►6 _4.2 .477 .574
-, ►9• .921 9 09 .8S .86T .030 .688
y 4.491 3.690 3.7$6 6.451 6.313 6.918 13.623 13.256
.C69 -1.070 .376 .481 -.547 -.012 2.•83 5.196
' 14.250 18.3h9 15.093 13.566 12.619 13.795 15.289 15,787
PERCENT DESIGN SEED.-=yr=' 470 . 1` _7Ca	 - 0
DESIGN	 CO tl[CT[0 PLOW W E n uN1T FRONTAL AREA -,	
. 17.0126
F	 A,CCf RE C T ED ROTOR STEED_ ^jr
L
 . OXV .A.
CORREC T ED WEIGHT FLO W. W V"/^. 4367:	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT _4NU' I' • AREA	 2A.0 1st
TABLE 2-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, 'MCA STATOR B
70 1` DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPA. v5 9v of 70 50 30 10 05
D.. 2c.3	 0 22.60 23.67c 24.4d0 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
df 49..36 47.1c. .6.520 4b.1v7 44.113 43,392 46.122 45 .
7,8„7 8.55,, 0.216 +.91b 2 710 3.663 3.524 3.931
r E I +'J. 5f.9 779.34D 755.689 736.610 t,79'-. 085 b42.227 601.756 5	 .418
v, +54.6.39 5u - .556 533.877 529.365 +86.201 465.977 429.956 357,497
ru +84.6h2 528.072 519.37c 509.409 +84.497 466.64C 417.089 365.316
4.9.5-43 +95.926 530.066 526.747 485.343 404.918 420.928 356.648v =,
v,,6 07.152 571.600 5+8.342 531,627 409.911 441.196 433.757 1^ 8.369
Vol cl 762 74.717 55.955 45.362 22.991 19.774 29.424 24.509
rf .673 .7ub .082 .662 .604 .572 .533 .490
w .399 4V? .47i .4ob .429 .409 .375 .311
41.b29 36.63+ 40.50i. 41.201 41.40 39.	 26 42.19 44.942
.215 .12G .076 .075 .072 .090 .104 .199
_
C•. ^7a .055 .03; .^2 1 .022 .023 .030 .036 .070
D
.562 .520 .+69 .472 .486 .483 .519 .607
- 0 .7C1 .62: .667 .868 .d69 .32b .808 .685

















P ERCENT DESIGN SPEED --^-'-' IDO . 40067E 	 .'G-
• /%A DE SIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA -+=￿ . 17.1700
CCRREC'EO ROTOR SPEED "/%,C• AMA 760	
A,
CORRECTED WEIGHT F LO W r-.,g
L 




ogA-T y W.. I INEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 2-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
70%: DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
: SPAN 9 9u bu 70 SU 30 10 05
ol. 2e.3uU 22.'du 23.670 24,4dO 26.350 28.190
-
30.000 30.540
H1 5Q.55b r8.404 4	 ._ 3 13 48 .29h 46 .3 45 .824 .42
J39 7.487 8.i9:i 6.874 5.787 3,499 5.195 4.376 1.856
v 1 44.5 d 773.907 752.722 40.01 07	 B bib.	 d 3 548.4§-B
437.137 40.O.btlJ 517.431 515.49b 464.469 433.501 398.964 331.694v,
-f[•^ ,I, 4	 . ^i64.bJ 443.5b5421
432.521 476.J4tl 51 2.982 512.303 463.36 7 431.709 397.769 331. 516
374.490 57d.7o3 562.])9 5 2.304 49 436.339 466.568 k50. 872v
v 56.959 68.973 61.929 51.975 28.348 39.253 30 .445 10.740
.67U .b99 .677 .bb4 .b01 .5bb 25 .481As
M9 .362 . 4 25 .455 .452 .407 .379 .346 .287
U3
.U69 40.201 41 .4o3 4	 .511 42.858 40.630 47.044 53.'431
.221 129 .Jad .Q97 107 .146 .149 .245
- C.•0, 70 .057 .034 .024 .CZ8 .034 .048 .052 .097
.569 .545 .492 .499 .525 .532 .586 .679
q, .TU5 .818 .656 .838 .820 .753 .757 .639
h 7.11b 0.294 8.96b lu.158 10.787 11.7b4 17.991 21.757
2.556 1.534 3.t:88 4.186 3.927 4.0 34 9.851 1	 .69
c. lo.387 16.805 17.J94 1ti.827 13.489 15.765 16.086 14.056
P ERCENT DESIGN SPEED =&'L. 1 00 . 59 9778 ``AN	 A,/%4 DE SIGN	 CORRECTEC FLOW PER UNIT F RONTAL AREA.	 IA 570
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED ^	 2. N^. •20600	
AI
CC (.RECTEO PLC• PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA 
	
22-T1 SJCORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW, W^ .. 15 590 
TABLE 2-6
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
70r DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
SPAN 9^ 9u b 70 ta0 30 10 ob
D " 22.320 22.660 23.6;u 24.4ou 26.350 ed.190 30.000 30.540
°2.Gbu 49.474 4b.934 48.526 47.325 40.7b3 54.889 59.885
^y 6.946 7.b4d 7.615 7.466 6.645 6.625 4.165 1.072
v 1 722.1o3 753.276 736.297 727.232 658.342 609.924 585.037 534.809
v, +2	 .139 482.513 515.335 51u.464 444.Ull 39o.129 373.080 314.478
v z1 4+3.4.1 488.913 483.314 481.3o5 445.169 4u2.03b 336.493 6^ 6.332
v 29 4,6.846 477.400 510. 1 91 505.7u7 440.863 393.440 372.089 314.420
+a1 X69.541 572.577 555.13u 544,8b2 484.022 45d.657 478.582 462.622
v,p Su7 64.[15 08.293 06.335 51.379 45.699 27.094 5.882
Na X40 .679 .bbl .o51 .586 .540 .513 .467
N9 .369 .425 .453 . 44b .388 .345 .322 .271
t). 06.2 41.oe7 41.318 41.059 40.b80 42.138 50.724 58.813
.257 .126 .099 .le3 .169	 .tub .220 .320
c•F K, 7W .ubo L33 .UZ7 .03b .U53 .Oo7 .019 .113
D
. Sab .534 .478 .4db _ .,32 .571 .bJ l .7 L
;. .653 .813 .832 .791 .723 .675 .b5l .539
8.6tu 7.364 S.Sbv lu.3bo 11.755 14.7u3 21.459 eo.355
1 ...bu 2.bu4 4.1o. 4.416 4.895 6.973 13.319 18.295
7.890 ;0.258 17.145 17.50b 16.635 17.195 15.875 13.272
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED,
	 . ZOO . 69.9434	 15. SS11%'Q OE SIGN	 CORRECTED F LO W O EM UNIT FRONTAL AREA.
CORRECTED ROTOR SF EED. N11,4T . 6x:1910	
AI





BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATO n
SP AM 95 90 80 70 50 30 SO OS
D,. 22.300 22.680 23.610 24.480 26 .350 26.190 30.000 30.540





8.210 7.g18 6.1S6 5.004 3.960 9.280 5.735 5.745
vs 1000.405 1038.880 1001. 1680 680.109 93S.657 901.249
866.232 80	 46
V 9 610.28 7 689.263 739,315	 7%2.891 __719. 701 109.041 678.020
564.520
_ _ _
v Z' 710.105 756.439 737.16% 730.314 722.367
715.167 695.343 629J21
' Z, 608.221 680.785 733.443 738.714 717.263 706.7 79 674.557 561.65*
vas 03T53 710.48 6. 93 6 46.1 516. 551
vei 88.011 95.668 79,2 64.600 99.700 52.918 67.752 56.508
as .920 .962 .	 20 0 .91
A% 539 .607 .655 •658  .636 .626 .596 .491
36.447 35.171 36.345 36.740 35.463 33.1 2 0. 3	 .6
.31% .195 100 .065 .065 .071 .126 1228
C.. 0, s° .081 .051 .027 .019 .020 .023 .044 .080
D 534 489 423 415 .414 .392 .397 .492
7P .593 .735 .834 .884 .878 .652 .735 .615
1. 1.216 1.039 3.130 3.604 3.853 3.402 3.177 4.871
1 . -3.342 -3.721 -2.25C -2.366 -3.007 -4.326 -ts.963
A. 19.110 18.588 16.286 15.044 13.950 14.850 17.445 17.945
P,ccEMT DESIGN SPEED "^• Io0 . 900130
NAI.4v DE Sir 	 C0I	 A,RICTED FLOW FEN UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 	
711.x]
AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED NAF - 79$1690
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. WN10- 116 560	 CORRECTED FLOW PER LIMIT ANNULUS AREA. W
V"	 11 6543
TABLE 3-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
90% DESIGN SPE ED, POINT 2
STATOR
SPAN 95 QU ou 70 50 30 10 05
DI.. 22.300 22.bo0 23.o7U 24.460 26.350 2b. 19C 30.000 30.540
pE 1.6.277 44.42U 43.650 42.8ul 40.293 36.340 37.926 39.578
S, 6.•.44 6.289 5.356 3.8u4 2.491 3.013 4.785 4.876
vR 199. 077 1043.757 lUUb.553 984.833 936.265 901.519 661.166 BC3.101
v, 597.595 666.3:9 709.425 713.497 069.404 677.491 648.922 536.992
vZR
69.326 743.947 727.023 721.6Ub 713.036 70o.926 679.273 18.989
58 9 .395 657.568 704.701 71u.614 b6g.120 67o.2b1 646.596 535.020
v^ 22.323 730.545 694.u47 b69. 1!)O ou5.473 559.230 29 .310 11.681
v8i F7.756 96.Ob4 66.222 47.3yb 29.965 35.607 54.126 45.645
AIR .91b .96. .923 .899 .849 .814 72 .715
w .52U 158^ .b24 .023 .b06 .595 .567 .465
37.h33 36.13. 30.300 3b.992 37.802 35.327 33.141 34.702
.260 .151 .001 .010 .053 .071 .100 .205
W C..$9, 20 .067 .O%G .021 .015 .017 .023 .035 .072
0
.552 .516 .464 .455 .457 .436 .438 .537
.b7 11 .807 .879 .920 .911 .809 .811 .583
2.o37 2.313 4.28b 4.6ol 4.723 4.2bu 4.496 6.048
-1.723 -2.450 -1.394 -1.309 -2.137 -3.450 -3.544 -7.012




''00 - .o 0070	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. y= - 77"11
M/N. DELCN	
AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. MAA . 7971610
	 J	 W^^ 1] 2919`	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNI T AM NLUS AREA.I
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW W ^M AW'. 113 175
PAGE NO. 79
vD RATT A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 3-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
- SPAN y5 4u b0 70 5U 30 _0 -^-
D • 22.30) 2.b6u 23.670 24.400 26.350 2b. 19U 30.000 30.540
NE .286 41.106 46.564 4b.luM -3.766 42.194 4-1. r8 3
Nv 6.915 7.40, 4.239 2.749 2.137 2.655 2.952 2.765
vE '1'4.443 1021.537 967.690 96 5 .02 7 9G 3 .b2 3- 874.75 4 840.79 9
vo 54..711 603.346 b4b.db4 650.63b 021.275 619.699 bu0.804 492.337
v Z , b34.55U b93.i5oi 677.oll 668.1L8 052.095 047.91b b22.95= 4.220
v2v	 _ 5,55.224 590.566 643.652 646.603 b20.210 618.760 599.947 491.738
73d.9i4 740.377 717.591 695.446 025.052 587.5tG 564.bb7 47.073
v09 ti9.105 76.621 47.815 31.207 23.166 26.702 .50.939 23.754_
NE .860 .936 .890 ,873 .tl2 .7b2 .746 .699
N9 .467 _	 .524 .563 .566 .540 .537 .519 .422
4[.37U 3'1,619 42.345 43.359 41.629 39.5_9 39.238 40.847
136 .Od5 163_-U56 .079 .095 .194
^•'' v 2 .050 .03b .023 .018 .018 .0[3 .033 .069
D .620 .579 .529 .525 .522 .5uO  .506 _.613
a• .737 .639 .065 .911 .916 .661 839 -	 .728
".345 4.996 7.21,4 7.968 8.196 6.134 8.759 10.083
A. 1.265 .236 1.034 1.998 1.336 .4U4 .619 2.023
A . !7.b,5 16.091 14.309 12.709 12.127 13.225 14.662 14.965
PERCENT DEA4N SPEED	 6if . 100	 6°_9I ,8
H/Vr' DESIGN	 CORRECTED FLC n PER;;-IT FRONT.'_ _REA. *%4qA - 227762
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N/y6 - 7975.44 	
Al
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLO W. WV46A- 119.270	 CORRECTED FLO- P ER UNIT ANNULUS AREA, v4A - 31.7&72A
TABLE 3-4
BLADE ELE:IIENT PERFORMANCE, RICA STATOR B
90rr' DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPAN '5 yu du 70 6U 30 10 0
D... 22,33; 22, 630 23.67L 2-.460 26.350 [8.190 30.000 30.540
dE Su .136f; 48.b45 48.54c 46.2bb 45. AD 44 .456 w6 - 325
47.444
(, 7.465 8,274 5.51,6 4.149 2 696 2,702 2.699 2.703
v 6 97C.712 1014.835 983,476 963.612 •398.J62 857,237 824.341 784.017
v9 511	 6&3 574,24. 623,75C 628,257 593,918 57o.239 559.375 470,69@
611	 A402 669 .240 65U.5S7 b4J.6o3 634.309 611.765 569.251 30,236v ZE
505.y3y 566.86 5i9.54U 626.559 592,730 577.395 55A.709 470.155_
V43 75e.,149 761.7b8 737.124 71'1.092 635.360 b0U.374 596.220 577.525
v139
66.657 82.b4u 60.563 46.451 27.935 [7.257 26.343 22.197_ _
NE =879 .425 .89U .bob .6G4 .702 .725 .686
.4'.9 .466 .540 .543 .513 .490 .479_ ,400
43.38u 46=371 42.761 -4.11b 42.334 41.754 43.626 44,741
.23o .151 .092 .084 .0137 ,095 .113 .214
.061 .L14 t, .u2S .025 .U28 .031 .039 .076
D .052 .607 .552 .55U .552 .543 1562 .650
qP .733 .c26 .879 .boy .874 .847 .825 .709
7.420 6,`135 9.17b 1u.12b 9.460 10.390 12.695 13.914
2.66b 1.775 3.798 4.156 2.o0U 2.6bb 4.755 5.854
365 6.btS4 15.6-6 14.109 12.o86 13.272 14.+09 14.903
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED. N	 ' = ' 00 . 69.6152
N/y67DESIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 	 A, - 21.9128
_	 ♦ I
CORRECTED RO 1 CR SPEED, H/V" - 7966.670	 C






BLADE ELEMENT ]PERFORMANCE, MCA STATO:? B


















,96 5U.456 40.3:,1 48.359 48.238 45.656 45.720 48.785 50.487
Hq 6.963 7.b11 5.877 10.243 3.512 3.596 3.914 4.014_
v s 950.666 997.4b.1 968.153 949.850 883.897
838.256 797.002.252
v q 513.497 575.574 6[2.726 _631.730 586.647 5b2.106 531.229 446.838
v 2t 6ub.09b b61.7b2 642.451 631.984 617.514 585.157 525.133 4678.622
5Utl.444 569.197 4518.326 620.744 585,100 560.839 529.958 445.728v 29
V" 73 7 .87U 745.329 723.520 706.509 632.127 6UU.138 599.542
80.347
V." 62.153 76.229 63.765 112.341 35.932 65.251
36.259 31,282
NO .8bo .90b .875 .854 .789 .742 .698 .655
Nq 441 497 1539 546 506 .483 1453 .379
1d X3.492 40.740 42.482 37.994 42.145 42.125 44.871 46.473
241 146 .U9b .098 .104 122 .132 .239
w C..73 q 2.
.U62 .U38 .U26 .028 .033 .040 .046 085
D 646 596 .541 .516 .549 ,549 .579 _ ,664,
q .724 .tlz8 .871 .862 .848 .807 .798 .674
7.016 6.241 8.989 10.098 10.086 11.6b0 15.355 16.957
2.45b 1.46i 3.609 4.128 3.226 3.9.'0 7.215 8.897
S• 17.863 i6.221 Ib.u07 20.283 13.502 14.166 15.624 16.214
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED, -A6E ' IDO . 69.SOAR^ 21..960
111%4 DE SIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRON'.AL AkLA,
Ae
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. N/.4-.'965.690




BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
90% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
SPAN 9 y0 b.i 70 5U 30 10 05
Do. 22.300 22.6bu 23.670 24.481) 26.350_ 28.190 30.000 30.540
RE 5[.421 .9.932 49.54,5 41+.907 46,352 46.991 51.332 54,068
Hq 6.442 7.677 5.183 4.341 3.249 3.54b 2.039 1.749
v E 943.408 98b.388 958.584 943.676 675.116 827.950 76.927 2	 .411
V, X99.679 560.7U2 bu7.719 614.172 5b9.315 565.024 496.481 420.192
v 2E 574.303 b33.888 621.222 619.671 bO	 .7B 64.695 485.428 425,100
vz9 495.643 S54.848 6u4.2u4 611.578 5158.019 533.871 496.143 419,986
+NR 4	 667 7 9.864 729.37b , b33.226 .4 • 1^^.357
v09 -.059 71.994 54.b9b 46.4,)2 32.271 33.095 17.660 12.826
4 E
.85u .B9. .664 .847 .780 .731 .67 .628
Nq .426 .483 .525 .530 .4 0 1 ,458 .422 .355
1N 45.960 -2.555 44 .360 44.505 43.102 43.444 49.293 42.319
. 2 57 .162 .116 .121 .134 1163 .163 .239
7 C,. Nq 20
.066 .043 .032 .U5 .043 .053 .057 .085
D
.656 .610 .556 .553 .5bb .579 .624 .700
7 P .705 .610 .843 .833 .608 .759 .762 .678
8.961 7,622 1U.173 10.767 10.782 12,931 17.902 20.538_
4.421 3.062 4.,93 4.797 3.922 5.201 9.762 12.478
6 . 17.342 17,987 15.313 14.361 131239 14.116 13.749 13.949
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED	 100 • 599279
H/VR
6
DE SI ON	 CONNECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONIAL AREA.	 20.9302
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED N/v) - 976250
	
AI




PRATT 6 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 3-7
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
90'/'(' DESIGN SPEED, POINT 7
STATOR
• $PAN 9] 90 du 70 SO 30 10 05
DI.. 22,300 _ 22.680 23,670_ 24,480 26,350 28,190 30,000 30.540
05 52,094 49.b72 49,423 49.059 47.186 48,194 53.134 56.609
.40 6.209 7,253 5.290 4,373 _	 3,241 3,608 2.060 1,736
v5 936.491 977,321 951.457 937.545 869.696 817.059 766.179 709,427
v 5U4.054 _qt7,UAU 608.622 61U.246 557.591 516.612 475.827 399,685
vz5 574.423 631,560 618.220 613.b52 590.870 544.0523 459.663 39U.433
v z,_ 499.944 561.447 605.117 607.750 556.3x6 515,489 475.502 399.495
vN5 738.914
_
745. bl 722.66 70a.	 1 637.9P.1	 609 -6
-
12.97 -^fI.3
55.213 71,594 56,110 4 6_.531 31.525 32.516 17.104 _	 12.105
w5 .845 .8bo .857 .840 ,773 .720 .666 .613
.43, .4119 .526 .52b .479 .441 .403 .337
45,806
_
42.419 44,133 44.bbo 43.945 44.58b 51.074
_
54.873
X 250 ,lug ,116 .127 .157 ,186 .190 .263
C.0, 2.




.596 .550 .553 .579 .596 .649 .726
1, .711 .x21 .843 .625 .770 ,733 ,731 .653
b.G54 7,56,=17 U53 10,419 11.616 14	 134 19 704 2233 07799
4,094 4,802 4.b73 4,94 4,756 6,4	 4 1.-".^ 15.019
•^	 17,1119 17.863 15.420 14,413 13.231 14,178 13.770 13,936
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED -tLSE' 100 . 89.54AS
N/Va DE$I GN	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 	 20,6"6
CORRECTEC ROTOR S P EED. NIV4 . 7969.I10	 A,





BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MICA STATOR B
100-( DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
SPAN 9j 9u 0u 70 5u	 - 30 In o'^
01. 22.30u ?2.b80 .3.670 24.480 26.350 eb.19U 30.u00 30.540
li
e .
46.386 4x.346 43.243 42.23b 39.319 3d.1b3 38.950 40.741
rig 6.617 1.089 4.809 4.5to5 4.729 5.496 4.379 4.523_
v E 1072.527 1121.864 A08 `1.e31 1065.897 1U20.794 9b9.4u3 9')9.977 94 .441
v g 651.230_ 737.1db 700.746 779.026 750.881 753.Zo8 752.951 62P.0b:.
v^ 8 738.220 804. ,Y35 791.63b 780.100 7b9•IJ7 777.731 74b.545 77.b76
v 64.4.940 729.577 776.215 775.941 747.5b8 749.492 750.669
626.067
vt$ .514 /	 b.]71 46.777 716. SUZ b4o.tlOb 611.357 603.483 51
75.726 90.978 b6.2n2 61.933 bl.908 _ 72.15U 57.490 49.523v,.g
.987 1.049 l.uu5 .979 .931 .89b -86 0 .794r,
mg .5b5 .640 .667 .666 .b59 .bbo .b56 .540
39.709 31.257 38.414 37.662 34.569 32.bb7 34.571 36.219
.332 .219 .141 .120 .133 .134 .117__ .224
- Ce.7 g io .UBb .u7b .J35 .035 .U42 .044 .b4 .079
D .558 .SUb .452 .44b .445 .41b •413 .509
q P .5n o .719 .7b9 .810 .781 .752 .764 .634
Z.9^b 2.236 3.413 4.09b J. 749 4.1U3 5.520 7.211
-1.bl 4 -2.524 -1.467 -1.872 -3.111 -3.b27 -2.620 -.349
5. 17.577 17.b>9 14.199 14.595 14.719 lb.0bb 16.089
lb.723
P ERCENT DESIGN SPEED m6f, - IDD • ,8 7680N/%'G DESIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA.	 250759
Al
CORREC T ED ROTOR SPEED, H/V'`. 8125.2v7	
/`^
CORRECTED n FIGHT FLO W, WVA. 175, 920 	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA W` 345 1516
TABLE 4-2
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
10C DESIGN SPEED, POINT
STATOR
'.SPAN 93 9U bu /U 5U 3U 1U o]
DI.. 22.3u0 22.bdu 23.o7U 24.480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540_
(311 47.644 45.bbe -5.382 416.601 ul.b574	 .b57 4	 .4UO 41.230 42.547
rag b.6uo 1.651 5.459 2.934 1.311 1.976 4.840 4.958
vE lull.nS3 112	 .447 l0og.3-dV
_
107U.949 1 021.661
v g 551.252 bad.u5u 060.574 707.040 702.485 7G4.8bO 670.710 559.343
v Z , 2v.b46 [.15 b .001^^.^U^-76 4	 .49 ..
V 19 545.994 bl..lo3 u7b.198 704.803 701.577 7U4.163 668.244 557.217
vqE 796.520 o07.69U 775.147 751.981 b79.197 b .
vHg 63.415 04.504 62.383 3b.lbb 16.067 24.299 56.595 48.342
rE .967 1.U4u .49b .92 .858 .806
rg_ •472 •533 •589 .613 .609 .608 .575 .475
-1.0Sb .,	 .Ull 40.123 41.6o7 40.34b -39.424 3	 9 82
.286 .[08 .134 .077 .047 .057 .128 .218
-C•.dg 2u .074 .u55 .U37 .022 .U15
_
.019 .044 •077
D 616 .552 .533 .517 .502 .514 .608_
q , 6.97 .778 39 .900 .934 .90 0 .71l
4.2u4 3.752 b.u12 b.4b1 6.087 7.340 7.808 9.010
-•356 --T.-u3^:632- .vzlr- - -Z^50
^• .1.50• 10.401 15.389 1e.974 11.301 12.54b 16.550 17.158





%% DESIGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA.- A	25.7616
^	 AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. H/V•I - #6,9 830
	 t^M/7CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. •Vi7A. 1170	 CORRECTED FLOW -ER UNIT ANNULUS AREA,	 25.2511
PAGE NO. 83
IF
PRATT & 'NHITNEV AIPCRAOrT
"TABLE 4-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
--svlw v, vu bu 70 5U 30 10 05
DL_ 22.3oo 22.6Uu 23.o70 24.4bU 26.350 28,190 30.000 30,540
N^ 5'".240 4b.323 47.u2;: 47.011 44.215 43.164 45.727 46.792
ry9 4.1414 b.749 5.510 2.832 1.142 1.230 _ 3.57b 3.590
ve 1045.013 1U93.1U5 lOU2.544 1049.130 999.694 9bb.335 951.561 906.961
Y, 506.0.a 571.861 u31.211 bb2.066 662.645 656.458 652.894 546.090
vzo 66.235 725.442 712.294 714 .434 716.191 7u3.955 664.250 620.946
v 29 5u2.703 566.374 62b.923 66U.084 bbl.',b0 65b.044 651.556 544.988
„e 92U 816.510 187.407 7b	 .427 -6-9-V 2-7-5 b0.374 681.334 b6l 065-6
vN9 43.342 b7.LUIJ bU.61.5 32.708 13.204 14.093 40.722
+
34.198
ro .949 l.uUl .965 1949 .898 .8b0 .836 ,792
AS9 .431 .469 .542 .569 .570 .563 .554 459
4 5 .377 .1.574 42.311 44.180 43.073 41.934 42.151-4370
.276 .201 .159 .111 .082 .062 .120 .224
Z C•^
_
.071 .053 .U44 .032 .026 .027 .042 .071
0
.73U .654 .5141 .572 .553 .538 .548 .";7
.714 .790 .816 .862 .bee .87b .820 .707h 6.650_ 6.213 8.452 6.871 8.b45 9.104 12.297 13.262
I, 1 .45Z .02 e.9ul 1.78t) . .^c
F^ 15.61'i 17.359 15.u40 12.872 11.132 11.800 15.286 15.790
PERCENT DESIGN :PEED 100 ° 99.9077	 2C S087
F3Vn 
`
DE 54 G 	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -`,





CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. ry(	 CORRECTED FLO W P E R UNIT ANNULUS AREA. 	 74.1627A^
TABLE 4-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR 13
100 1 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPAN 95 9u 6u 70 5U 30 1 OS
0.. ?2.300 _ 22,680	 23.67u 24.4ou 2b.35O 20.190 30.000 30,54 0
PR 50.6(,9 48.t12'^ 46.611 4o.001 44.623 45.152 49,827 50,172
5.330 7,222 6.067 3.319 2.067 2.847 3.815 3.660
v^ 1058,591 110i.277 1073.71b 106o.32b 1006.007 948.362 914.243 x.347
14 9
 507.175 57).384 639.416 670,611 b49.407 blb.188 595.497 503.155
vzo 669.638 723.682 706.102 711.625 715.o6b 668.711 589.763 565.121
9 79 5L3.676 ib4.505 634.020 bbb.447 646.459 615.234 594.134 502.109
vRO
_.
gio.62u a o.909 BU 3.457 706.b54 72.36 6	 7 77.621
9,79 47.11u 71.710 67.t,63 36.82b
_	
23.420 .3u.606 39.621 32.119
ro .9bu i.OUb .972 .902 .901 .840 .796 .764
rp .43U .46b ,547 .5/4 .55b .524 .500 .420
jq 45.34u 41.607 42.744 44.761 42,556 u4.3u4 46.012 46.512
_	 .281
- .2"- -- •132 .126 .131 .12b .124 .256
7'C•./i 9 2n
.U73 .053 .U42 .037 .041 .042 .043 .091
D .706 .060 .5'41 .57b .568 .571 .599 .689
9 0 .711 .790 .U?3 .844 .62b .817 .824 .678
7.229 6.719 9.441 9.941 9.U53 11.092 16.397 16.642
2.669 1.959 4.uo1 3.971 2.193 3.302 8.257 6.582
16.230 17.632 lb.197 13.359 12.057 13.417 15.525 15.860
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED, MY1 ' 100 , 99.9492
F3VR P- SIGN	 CORRECTED FLO W PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA 	 A /b	 21.6797
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. H/VflT+ 6G6S 490
CCRRECT ED W EIGHT FLO • -V4A - 124. 100 	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. W 




BLADE. ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B





















/i 51.719 w :61, 49.932 49,890 167.289 48.531
3.	 75 S	 .654
6M 6.406
7,813 6.461 4.4U7 2.813 d.24b .0"5 -.731
-
v^ 1049. 10q 3.b45 :OE,7.633
105	 .b45 962.902 Q2U.5U9 r,0,.561 5b7.V11
520.129 590 820 bib dU3 645 315 oU5.447 5o1.2ud :,^u•	 Z2	 417.352v,
649.252 /07,540 680.4U4 679.oub ob.433 bU9.5U4 541.026 513.713
vze
515.68 5"v	 OCv 631.694 b43.092 (,()4. 29; 56J.6c9 550.291 467.300
vzv
S7 32.990 817.u39 801.519 722.217 689.746 19,928 ^B.927
vde
58.029 80.929 71.65: 49.b2S
-
29.710 [2.017 .428 -5.960r,p _
.9y 4
.9q6 .903 .947 .H74 .Bub 7 .746
.441 5u4 _.543 .549 .514 .474 .459 .38'
45,313 4.7.;6 43.471 4ti.4	 3 44,476 40.2b2 53.03'1 54.415
255 .159 .137 .142 .151_ .luS .^QQ .290_
Z' C.. M, 20 .066 .042 . 036 .641 .048 .0 .`,4 .066 .103
D ,669 -,37 .592 .596 .6Ub	 .b27 .b67 .749
IP .733 .830 .839 .829
.807 ,779 .747 .647
6.219 7.501 lu.5o2 11.750 11.714 14.471 19.645 20.154
.719 2.74• 5.182 5.7d0 4.d59 b.741 :1. 50s 1 T.094
h. 17.30o 18.4x3 16.791 14.447 12.d03 12.816 11.755 11.469
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED• 100 . 99.9407
N/V9 01 V GH 	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRCNTAL AREA. - 1- • 22 0910
AI
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. NlVrr - 666, MO	 C
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLO W. WTR/R - 171.020 '	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA "ACIA . 72.16 2A
TABLE 4 -r.
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
100 1, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
4 SPAN 93 9U 0 70 5U 30 10 05
D.. 22.3uU 22.68U 23.b7o 24,480 26.350 28.190 30.000 30.540
0, 51.370 49.4 6 49.635 49,014 47.814 49.187 54.606 55.814
ryq 0.233 7.273 6.264 4.429 2.953 2.32! .060 -.770
ve .7,56 1101.544 LU7	 Od 106 .211 9Q0.228 926.293 908.419 870.131
v9 523.920 592.054 037.136 643.247 _598.900 5y4.5d8 9 7^40.^'94
vze 61.756 714.748 695.840 PBn.33S 664.765 605.3(1 526.144 48B.91v
v Z9 519.714 586.71, ?.369_63 640,548 597.745 546.01:, 542.891 461.340--
voft 29.365 837.316 617.581 809.850 733.729 701.065 740.537 719,785
v^ 56.8A0 75.u2, 69.515 49.673 30.d55 22_.220 .565 -6.201
r, .960 1.u03 .971 .954 .879 .812 .783 ,746
N, ,4 44 . 5u5 ,543 .547 ,507 .461 .450 .380
45.13n 42,202 43	 574 45.165 44.861 40.8bb 54.547 55.584
.244 .153 ,.36 .145 .158_. .179 .194 _299
7 C..	 9 20 .073 .040 .037 .042 .050 .059 .066 .103
D
.691 .641 .59b_ .6U2 .619 .b47 ,686 .7b5
7P .747 .839 .d43 .828 .803 .771 .748 .652
1- 7.930 1.366 10.268 11.474 12.244 15.127 21.176 22.284
3.370 2.606 4.6,jb 5.5u4 5.384 7.397 13.036 14.224
h • 17.133 17.883 16.394 14.469 12.943 12.891 11.770 11.430
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED N	 1	 100 - 999752
H/V9 DD ES um	 CCRREC TED FLOW PER UNIT FRO 3 TAL AREA	 - 227112
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. NIy. - 666, 600
	 ACI `
CORREC T ED WEIGHT FLO W. WV6^A - 119 030	 CORRECTED FLOW PFR UNIT ANNULUS AREA. WVd /D - 11 6569A w
PAGE NO. 85
sr ^.
P2.0'- t W-a TNlV AIR_RA/T
TABLE 5-1
BLADE ELUMENT PERFORMAN^ E, FICA STATOR B




srRN 95 1#0 OU u 30 10 ^^-
02. 22.3 a 22.bd0 23.670 2%.4bu 26.35C 28.190 30.000 30ts4o
.^ 46.784 .5.076 44.464 43.75C 40.731 39.Ob7 41.315 42.938
10.009 12.249 .514 -.8-49 -.547 3.573 4.546 2.438_
It s 1	 0 4 .610 116	 S_ :17,-.6-9-0­1-1-01V-73S 1090.490 1"'v	 .07	 982.419
601.550 717.600 790.164 797.397 _787.715 791.UOb 770.427 627.797
Wz R .115 b4 .94b 033.10 0.112 640.357 46.222 704.92 3
590.669 699.370 778.4:7. 795.BSa 786.873 709.12o 767.910 627.186
v4 -- - 1 8 1	 .!2 _713 TY 11 724.114 bb	 .553 8 .5555
_
6 .^69




.. .513 .619 .677 •692 o62 .bb4 .b59 529
36.774 32.827 4	 .45u 44.598 41.V8 35.514 36.769 x.400
4C} 287 .1A4 .119 .1!6 .139 .130 .254
Z' CAP t1, 2a .:C3 .074 .051 .?3N .J38 .045 .045 .09G
0
.6351 .554 .521 .Sic .498 .465 .472 .592
*^ - -- ---67 .b78 .707 .d2b .820 .760 .704 .651
I- 3.344 2.966 5.094 5.610 5.101 5.027 7.885 9.308
-1.210 -1.794 -.246 -.	 6:1 - .b9 -	 G -.	 5_
_
1.	 48
• 2U.9J9 22.659 10.044 "..191 9.1#43 14.14: 16.256 14.63A+
PERCENT DES,C% S P EED	 - '9C - tag 916S	
-%4A
•I /%K of a GN	 CCRRlCT. F_0R ► E n UNIT FRONTAL AREA. +'^ z - 7).07SS
CORRECTED ROTC  SPEED.`N/^•• - R7.9.SM	
At
CORREC T ED WRIGHT Rb^- WN61- 14 4 -910	 CDRRECTCv PLO• PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA.	 17-7{70
TA B I. E 5-2
BI -XDE ELE'IENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
SrAToR
w 95 91 au 70 50 3G SG - 0r
2-.3.0 2.63 23.671, 2+.480 26.350 28.196 30.000 30.540
50.45L, 46.1	 0 47.25b 40.'.15 42.052 41.892 42.:91 43.063
F4 ___ 6.167 13.23i 9.639 5.591 1.786 2.501 4.738 4.075_
WE 11159.233 117-3.046 1147.210 1/41.65b 1165.591 10`9.531 1055.693 1"(). 789 
501.757 576.::59 6 151.212 702.977 141.724 754.107 724.074 603.104
•^ E C%.Sb4 '79.:22 177.142 79C.313 b20.190 818.2 9 782.'_36 7.57.73
e `297.:95 560.903 441. 4 90 b9a.1 .4 740.473 752.909 722.095 601.533_--
^	 .2 1PU 87,.207 0-2.51C 82,e .9u9 74	 .595 7314.191 739.006 68 Q .4	 1
v19 54.;;78 132.3u6 102.300 6b.4b7 23.114 33.b90 59.863 42.855__ -
.8 =.uC8 i.075 1.047 1.038 1.600 .985 .934 .887
w .423 ,490 .555 .600 .637 ,b43 .blu .50`
% 4 .262 34.699
_
!b.21b 4 u.524 40.271 39.332 37.452 8
- .2y4_ 241 189 .143 050 .077 .113 .1.27
.074 ,C62 .ubl .03b .016 .025 .039 .073
D
.731 .669 •606_ e5?^^13y  .522 .527 .630
.7. .70. .799 .864 .935 .886 .038 .743
7.010 6.02u 7.826 7.975 6.487 7.832__ 8.761 9.533
2.450 1.265 2.506
_
2.005 -.373 .102 .621 1.473
n • 17.087 23.041 19.109 15.6151 11.776 13.131 16.446 16.2',5
PERCENT OFSIGN SPEED 1, v ^ . IM - 109 9948
•/I AN OF L CNfCORR[CTfO FLOW PER UN IT FRONTAL . ► (A. - A ^ ^ 7{.77)7
L ''	 1CO R RECIEO RC7ZP S ► EEO. N,y-r . 05514




BLADF, ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, FICA STATOR B
110; DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
--	 SPAN '45 90 80 70 50 3G 1u 05
o.. 2[.300 2.6ou 23.670 24.480 26.350 2d.19U 30.000 30.540_
NE 49.76u r	 .2.4 .7.957 40.809 .3,357 3.756 46..-6
fig 6.775 12.u16 8.870 ..712 .929_ 1.;73 3.790 3	 13
v R 1127.567 1170.993 1135.046 1124.98b 1 1 86.912 100.24b 1050.286 1	 06,758
v. 536.6.7 194.29/ 633.811 60[.68[ 095.099 7u4.512 697.397 584.542
v za 126.929 778.270 7bu.3o1 7bb.975 789.761 7bl.075 724.752 68 3.533
vZ9
531.335 579.6b. 624.ol9 659.215 09+.296 703.796 b95.801 583.698
.y 6L.727 673.545 41.6u5 820.199 746.210 73U.C18 7b0.j34 -73T.t
W,i9 63.311 123.UJI 97.796 54.442 11.265 »,255
45.982 3	 .727
Na 1.027 1.075 1.032 1.019 .978 .953 1 .97G4
N9 ..53 .5Jr .53b_ .563 .593 .596 .583 .'.y.
1g 4c.99b 16.228 :8.961 42.09b .2.428 41.0b5 42.584 44.iT8
- .249 .190 .15b .134 V79 .Obe .111 _ _.204
'C.. B, In
.obi .C49 .1)42 .039 .025 .029 .339 .072
D 703 .656 .bJ8 .bJB .574 .556 .572 .b68
- F .155 .?i3
_
.836 .853 .902 .bbi 847 .753
0.320 0.13. 6.487 8.669 7.787 8.9913 12.934 13.671
1.760 1.37. 3.107 2.b99 .927 1.268 4.794 .611
^• 17.675 21.626 19.006 14.752 10.919 12.543 15.490 15.213
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED N f. :00 - 104 971'Ik/%,g
 DE Y GN	 CORRECTED FLO W PFR UNIT FRONTAL AREA. 	 6.091
AI
CORRECTED RO T OR SPEED. 041%4- - 9750.H06L 
I)/ 6tQ	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. ^:CORRCCTED WEIGHT FLOW. '%?CA
TABLE 5-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
110(,-f_ DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
SPAN 9,1 9G 8u 70 50 3U 10 OS
o.. 22.300 22.bd„ 23.b7L 24.480 26.350 28.19U 30.000 30.540
I+E 52.930 50.b'f3 50.459 49.339 45.909 47.103 49.	 01 51.322
33 9 4.660 7,62. 5.971 3.303 .993 1.375 -1.054 -1.859
v a 1114.253 1165.03u il2o.258 1110.879 lub2.157 1027.245 IC40.988-x..880
V, 500.156 t77.323 031.u55 663.631 661.555 638.410 b56.905 548.910
za 609.949 716.407 715.861 720.901 738.745 699.196 680.1792.981
v I, 49o.677 5/u,661 626.286 601.392 560.894 638.024 656.728 548.591
v,;F 609.133 gul.456 08.541 847.23b 7b2.884 752.53c 88.029 65.741
r'09
/b.556 65.645 38.234 11.468 15.321 -12_.088 -17:805
H, I.,LS 1.001 1.J15 1.GJ2 .946 .9L3 .902 .B::3
N9 419 ..bb .:)32 5UO .559 .535 .543 450_
v	 . 0 76 43.073 44.499 4'b.OTb -_4W.VR ,.
 M
_ .266 .195 .157 .129 .120 .159 .247 .281
C.. d, Io .074 .051 .U43 .038 .038 .052 .096
_-
.100
D ,744 .I,86 .o3c .615 .bOU .612 .636  .723
IF .719 .809 .o32 .852 .851 .769 .673 661
9.496 0.56.1 11.089 11.199 10.339 13.043 15.771 1'--.7y2
4.930 3.823 5.709 5.229 3.479 5.313 7.631 V.'32
,S • 15.70G 10.2 lo.101 13.343 10.983 11.945 10.b56 10.341
PERCENT OESIG. SPEEC	 100 . 110.0710
N/VQ D E Si GH
CORRCC T ED ROTOR SP EEO. KI^
C
- 975166C
CORRECTED -EIGHT FLOW	 • 177.720
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -n&S • •'66
At
	
► 	 /f• .
	
CORRECTED FLOW P[ ► UNIT ANNULUS AREA
	
75.6109
PAGE  NO. 87
Ilk.
oRL.TT A WMIT%EY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 5-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
lW-, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
SPAN 95 4u Cu 70 50 30 10 05
D.. 22.36 2.b8r 23.670 24.48u 26.350 2b.190 30.000 30.540
BR 52.256 5J, 123 49.194 48.919 46.990 46.595 52.736 53 .786
Nl_ 4.454 6,446 5.570 4.473 2.343 1.331 -1.034 -1.?60
v R i,^b.5^5 1176.3u8 1141.21U 1128.331 1059.4 7 9 10U9.920 990.050 947.961
V, 54G.26U 617.356 664.16b 676.464 033.166 596.301 599.564 503.658
v 2E 589.574 75,^.89b 735.730 74u.7u7 7;2.359 6b7.849 599.456 60.057
^ zv 539.293 b.2.071 659.o36 673.42U 632.159 597.964 599.425 503.518Ir's -_-_fir.+.^ 3 ___9ZX728O. 1
vap 42.:12 0.1.246 b4.51y 52.702 25,882 13.992 -10.815 -11.079
NE 1.019 1.072 1.330
_
1.313 .941 1883 51 .809
.+ 0455 .511 _	 .501 .571 .533 .499 .493 .411
]8 •7.932 43.be-I 4.218 44.445 44.	 48 :.7.204 53.76q 55.046
t
.261 ,1c9 .13b _ .1-40 .165 :201_ .215 .307




.609 .ou5 _	 .c-5 .647 .675 .'59
-, .7.0 .830 , g +7 .839 .802 .748 .725 .639
- C..9It, o.u13 .424 13.779 11.420 14.535 19.306 20.25b
x .256 7.[55 5.u44 4.8u9 4.560 6.8u5 11.166 12.195
-.^54 17.C5u i5.7Cb 14.513 .2.333 11.901 10.676 10.940
P ERCENT DESIGN S-EED y ^' !Do • ICv."!2
N/-. DELGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. ONES - 74.9117
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. H/%4
 - 9747.750	 AI `




BLADE ELEIIE\"I' PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
110r DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
STATOR
SPAN 95 911 8u 70 50 30 10 05
O•._ 22,301 22.0oJ 23,6" 2-4,480 26.350 28.190 30,000 .'0,540
dR 52,015 5.072 49.957 49,309 47,478 49,625 54,6C7 56,132
0, 4.479 b,46i 5.601 4.4b2 2.316 1	 313 -1.035 -1,267
vE 1139.Jb6 1183,172 1149.413 1156.004 060,329 1005,0
	
0 983.903 9 8.2
v; 542.871 619.764 066.2.» b71.656 621.233 563,247 574,825 47931.4
*z' 693.867 758.227 739,621 739,094 716.376 650,96b 569.85 512.854
w zq 5.]9,994 614.64o 661.987 668.746 620.:13 579,946 5-7".694 479,180
^ql 697.761 9C7.315 079.953 862.130 781.483 765,668 802,074 779,042
vot 42.395 09.102 65.021 52.250 25.1-15 13,296 -10.387 -10.601
Wi 1.u30 1.078 1.U37 1.019 .940 .677 ,842 ,797
1h ,455 .522 ,562 ,566 .521 ,482 ,470 .38a
7,530 4:3.670 44.357 44,907 45.162 48,312 55.642 57,400
_2 1,4 _1n7 .117 _160 _174 _204 _223 _312
C'•B9 2a .067 ,044 ,C37 ,044 .055 ,Ob7 078 .111
D
.714 ,659 .o12 ,615 ,63a ,667 ,703 .787
'P ,745 .833 o49 ,830 ,7Q^ ,752 ,724 ,640
6.575 7.',62 13.5n7 11.229 11.908 15,565 21.1!7 22.6J2
4.u15 3.2oz, 5.2[,7 5. 259 5.048 7,5 13,637- 14.54 2
S .
 15.379 17.u11 15.731 1+,502 12.306 11,883 10.675 10,933
P ERCENT DESIGN SPEED" 4 . 100 	 109.6313
N/y4 DE LGF:	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA.	 24.3677
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED.`
L
 . e72a. ]00
	 `
AI
COR R ECTED -EIGHT FLOW, W ^/D • 129.3A0







BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
120% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
STATOR
s^.N 95 9c 86 70 50 30 10 05
DL. 22.3.. :3.b7u 24.4ou 26.350 Id.1bC 3C.000 30.540
- .333
,.
46.3 0 45.201 44.250 42.248 bl 43. 572 45.255
26.517 211.0	 7 11.025 0.3711 8.754 11.25b 13.101 12.397
1222.6,7 1282.eb: 1 42.6,b 12 lt) .765 117	 . t)S3 1 5 6 5 1-V S. 0 56 10 1 :-Xnv4
688.437 849.116 618.00b 905.537 b12.286 840.444 7d2.959 628.178v^
11.26U 682.9u2 74	 ,S!37 870,3b2 bb .45 7 uo.720 781.041 3v
b12 595 736,006 801.242 799.172 b02..58 829.814 762.486 613.489
vo 813.459 9Gb.277 681.9u7 8411.14 5 787.o79 774.603 4	 .	 64 -1	 0,
311.225 42..153 156.440 89.497 123.616 105.242 177.473 134.855
vol-9 1.122 1.191 1.144 1.113 1.058 1.039r,
.583 .7 33 . IU3 .69u  .695 .721 .bbo .521Iy
1B 21.450 lb .723 34.175 37,87 33.534 .5U .524 30.471 32,858
A7fl 234 .216 .209 .162 .139 .143 .275
ca.b" 20 .08d .u54 .056 .061 .051 .U45 .049 .095
D 559 431 .499 .Sib 1485 .442 .456 .583_
.565 .717 .736 .74u .777 .783 .772 .637TP
4,893 r.21^ 5.831 6.116 6.718 7.721 1.142 11.725y
,333 -.410 .451 .14b .142 -.009 2.002 -3.6051 •
b• 37.777 40.207 2-.155 lb.419 18.744 21.826 24.811 24.597
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED.-"Af. loo • 119.77..II ft`C DE 4GN	 CORRECTED FLOW PEI' UNIT FRONTAL AREA. -wio - 77.9 SFl
CORREC T ED RO T OR SPEED. Nl%,F - 10423 w	
Al





BLADE ELEINIENT PERFORMANCE, IN ICA STATOR B
120 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
STATOR
:SPAN 95 90 bi 70 50 30 10 05
O1. 22.36,, 22.680 23.b70 24.4x0 26.350 2".190 30.000 30.540
P1 55.50#3 50.216 48.0211 46.488 42.525 43.154 45.479 47.09
.680 7.494 3.617 1.132 .777_ 1.416 -.907 -3.646
v4 11111.536 1195.631 1199.473 1149.522 1172.706 1185.622 1103.945 1042.9:F2
V, »43.558 541.786 670.316 722.594 762.985 773.23b 728.190 602.531
v=1 632.,47 763.333 800.679 824.b59 db3.616 650.120 774.022 711.178
4 42.11"2 535.561 607.354 720.992 702.064 772.634 728.001 601.268
v 1122.724 916.803 891.791 869.929 792.o39 797.234 787.109 762.890
v^ 5.263 70.t5b 42.285 14.279 10.351 19.107 -11.522 _ -38.319_
NE 1.000 1.09U 1.091 1.Odb 1.058 1.067 .963 .901

















v G• ♦ 10 .0b9 .073 .J53 .04b .033 .038 .047 .075
D .812 .73w .U33 .664 .560 .554 .592 .694
.75 4 .737 .d.35 .633 .b7b .842 .820 .746
12.Ufad b.IUb 8.659 6.34b 6.955 9.094 12.049 13.479
I.
	 - 7.5Go 3.346 3•279 2.37b .095 1.364 3.905 5.419
h e 11.580 18.1'J4 13.747 11.172 10.767 11.96"6 10.803 8.554
P E'CENT DESIGN SPEED N	 'o - 119.6939 
N/A DE LGN	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. A, - nev51
1
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED.- 10416/50




PRATT 6 WHI-TEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 6-3
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
120 (7c, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
STATOR
L S PA. 95 90 1 7n 50 30 10 05
DI. 22.30U 22,b80 23,b70	 _ 24.4bO 26,350 26,190 30.00c 30,54C
of 53.612 51,707 49,436 47,414 43.0'z7 44,587 47,731 49,187
dl
-3.70t ,499 11.650 1.823 .063 ,954 -,646 -2,264
v t 1t38.J42 1167. 74 6 1179.106 1179.758 1152.447 1151.634 1106.511 1043,228
v9 +37.662 514.562 635.361 700.161 748.934 747,107 713.855 592.383
vZE
_
673.609 73..oS2 765.47b 797 2e3 841.229 819.991 740,191 681.844
vz^ 435.357 513.U67 629.613 698.455 748.145 746.676 713.723 591.881
' NE 916.144 932,209 895.739 868.609 787.095 808.435 814.376 789.558
v ^9
-2t,919 4.479 73.575 22.279 .822 12.440 -8.04b -23.405
^E 1,023 1.077 1.0 1.965 i .03T, 1.0	 8



















.091 069 .L61 . 048 , 02.8 ,043 .051 .077
0
.327 .769 1050 .614 .565 576 ,611 .706
'1r .715 .7bi ,772 .62- ,894 .832 G 44
Iu.172 `1.597 1n.066 9.274 7.507 10 527 14.301 15.657
'. 5.612 4.837 4.686 3.304 .647 2,797 6.16 ,597
5. 7.104 11.109 16.780 11.863 10.053 11.524 11.064 9.93b
P ERCENT DESIGN SPEED-06 4 . 100 - 110.0672
N1`4 DE LGw 3
_	
CO RtlCT[0 FLOW ► ER	 27 4069Uw.T FRONTAL AREA. 	 A
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED I,/V.1 - 106.9,960
	 C1
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLO W. WVg^ i- 1.3.6 50	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. WN	 - 204
TABLE 6-4
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, MCA STATOR B
120" DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
STATOR
- sPU 95 91 80 70 50 30 10 05
D..	 _ 22.30.. 22.680 23.676 24.480 26.350 28,190 30.000 3C.540
dt 54.865 51.058 49.240 47.633 43.862 45.658 48.982 50,461
B, -.G35 5.1-5 7.2b3 2.616 .016 1.794 -1.435 -3.0si
v E ii50.022 1216.831 12ozI.194 1202.126 1158.797 1157.425 1103.920 1	 47,651
VQ_ 44U.674 526.922 642.137 698.916 727.593 716.712 681.392 576,888
vzR 660.326 763.167 785.511 6013.9 b2 634.936 BU8.783 .v .-$
vz9 ^3b.255 523.351 h35.53L 69b.h71 726,649 711,.059 687.098 576,019
v„ 6 , L .4FL,5 94	 .42 12. bl 0	
•	
61 827.7b9 832.917 .4
v, 0 -31,011 Io.975 81.1d1 31.900 201 c2.4L7 -17.216 -31.007
4 6 ^ 1.106 ^i : 952
ry_ .364 .431 .537 567 .613 .594 562 ,467
5b.960 45.943 x1.977 4	 .017 v	 .64b 43.864 5U.4^S3^4'Z
_	 .2e9 .245 .193 .154 .092 .157 .164 .232
C.. 714
 20 .070 .065 .053 .045 ,029 .051 5r .082
D
.832 .758 .654 .625 .591 .bu7 .645 .733
7 0 .75o .779 .809 .809 ,692 .804 .795 .	 3
11.425 8,948 9.870 9.493 8.292 11.598 15.552 16,931
6.865 4.168
_
4.490 T.-523 1. 4 32
^. b.8o5 15.725 17.393 12.65b 10.006 12.3b4 10.275 9,119
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED. N^. 100 • 1i9-964
Ni VC' OE SIGN /d 27.015ECORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL ARE A.
CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED. WAR
-
- 1066066]	 A I
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW_ W jn- 141 590	 CORRECTED FLOW PER UNI" ANNULUS ARE-'. 	 - 57 6564
P AGE uo. 90
PWA-3356
TABLE G-5
BLADE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE, RICA STATOR B
120`, DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
STATOR
SPAN 145 U 0U 7G SU iU 10
D.. 12.300 32.6 80 _ 24.676	 24.480 26.35:1 t8. 19U 3C.000 30.540
d^ 51.996 49.579 48.955 46.595 45.060 46.976 31.006 52.629
q, -3.792 1.054 b.212 2.74b .154 1.eu1 -3.070 -4.918
vE i15E.045 1221.188 1203.tAb 1192.534 1136.132 1125. 0 '._ 1080.780 1025.292
v, 1448.664 562.199 659.285 691.771 700,201 677.004 660.326 550.869
14 2 , 711.585 79U.965 789.211 767.777 602.061 766.039 680.054 22.316
v 2^
446.072 580.642 o54.063 b89.821 699.570 b7b.42U 659.314 548.811
- q ,	 .497 929.178 vG7.8uv 8914.457 tlC4,203 8t3.135 839.996 514.S2
v., -2a.b5B 10.709 71.343 33.14U .663 21.279 -35.367 -47.229 
1.0-'. 1.114 1. Oh 71 .0 bb .926 .	 1
49 .372 .487 .553 .579 .58h .559 .538 .445
55.786 48...85 42.742 45.8144 4	 .UU5 -5.176 54.076 57.5"8
W .3t2 .158 .lLb .140 .112 .181 .183 .261
Z.C•./I,'to .081 .042 .J51 .041 .L35 .059 .064 .092
D .819 .718 .U40 .b29 .b07 _.631 b7l .761
^P .716 .85b .017 .653 .b68 .77E .773 .700
8.556 1.429 9.585 1U.45S 9.49G 12.916 17.576_ 14.099
3.996 2.669 4.?05 4.485 .030 S.lt6 9.436 11.039
5 • 7.LOb 11.664 10.142 12.786 10.044 12.371 8 . b40 7.282
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED -!!^' 10Q . n +5616
N/`f: DESIGN
CORRECTED RCTOR SPEED. r1/V4- - .-320
CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW. WV/n- 139.970
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA. --31 -= . 26.6091
AI
CORRECTED FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA. W4/t . 37-2154
WAGE NO. 91
rPRATT 6 WHITNEY A,RCRAFT	 PWA-3356
APPEN-DI- 3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA TABULATION
PAGE No. 92
.a_-_
rPPATT & wHITNEY AIPCRAFT
	 PWA-3356
TABLE 1-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, NICA STATOR B
50r,' DESIGN SPEED, POINT l
C P	 S Factor	 Cp	 S Factor
t hord	 107 Span	 11"" Span	 9017 Span	 907 Span
Suction
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 1 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
1
Cp	 S Factor






15 -0.411 0.179 1.448 0.857 0.115 0.945 19.2 -0.368 1.429 8.3
u. 813
20 -0.485 0.032 1.522 1.005 0.071 0.989 22.6 -0.36b 1.4 29 13.7 0.813
-' -0.44E 0.105 1.485 0.931 0.181 0.879 24.7 -0.368 1.429 18.6 0.816
an
-(1. 559 0.068 1. 596 0.966 0. 181 0.879 27.9 -0. 390 1.451 23.3 0.816
3"
-(1. 522 0.179 1. 559 0. 65'i 1'.'269 0.791 30. 3 -0. 390 1. -4:31 33.9 0.828
111
-ti. titi9 0.142 1. 707 0. 89-4 0. 291 0.769 33. 6 -J.412 1. 473 45.2 0.844
i. -0.669 0. 32 7 1.	 07 0.709 0.40'2 0.659 35.8 -0.366 1.429 57.1 0.860
11 -0.854 U. 32 7 1. 892 0. 709 0.380 0.681 39.4 -9. 478 1. 539 7u. 8
r,0 -0.7-43 0.475 1.781 u. 562 0.446 0.615 41.1 -0.3'!0 1.451
-' 1 -0.669 0.438 1.70^. L599 46 0.615 51.5 -u. 412 1.47?
513.5 -0.302 '.36:3 
rO.
-0.236 1.297
7 0. "r -0. 082 1. 143
79.6 0.137 0.923
TABLE 1-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
50"' DESIG SPEED, POINT 2
Cp	 S Factor	 C P	 S Factor
chord	 Li	 Span	 10	 Span	 901: Span	 90' ,;pan
Suction
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
C P	 S Factor








1..-^ -0.414 0.451 1.450 0.584 0.197 0.862 19.2 -0.308 1.369 6.3 u.820
20 -0.469 0.563 1.525 0.472 0.175 0.884 22.6 - 0 .286 J.347 11.7 0.827
25 - 0. 371; 0.526 1.412 1 0. 2-11 0.818 24.7 - 0. 3 p b 1.369 18.6 0. b3u
i	 30 - 0.4b9 u. 601 1.525 u. 434 0.263 0.796 37.9 -0.306 1.369 23.5 0.833
15 -0.414 0.413 1.450 u.622 0.351 0.708 30.3 -0.2b6 1.3.17 33.9 0.842
i0 -0.527 0.451 1.563 0.584 0.373 0.686 33.6 - 0.306 1.369 45.2 0.860
45 -u. 527 0.413 1.563 o.622 0.461 0.598 35.8 -0.264 1.:3'25 57.7 0.873
50 -0, 677 0.413 1.713 0.622 0.439 9. 620 39. •1 -0.352 1.413 '7 0. 8
60 -0.064 0. .363 1.600 0.472 0.527 u. 532 41.1 - 0. 286 1.347
7o -0. 479 0.526 1.525 o. 509 0.593 0. 466 51.5 -0.286 1. 317
:;6.5 -0.104 1.215




PRATT & W-41TNEY AIRCRAFT
TABLE 1-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
5076 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
C P 	 S Factor	 tP	 Factor
t hard	 10- Spa n10`: Span	 9017 Span	 90'; Span
Suction	 Pre., , u e•	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 I Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
II
CP	 S Factor









. -u. 576 0.346 1.609 0.686 0.271 0.786 8.3 0.833
20
-0.496 0.266 1.529 U. 760 0.180 0.877 22.F -0.298 1.356 13.7 0.842
-0.376 0.266 1.409 u.766 0.294_ 0. 763 :4.7 -9.252 1.310 113.6 0.645
3n - u. 455 0.226 1.489 0.806 0.294 0.763 27.9 -0.298 1.356 23.5 0.8,8
:15 -0.333 0.346 1.368 0.686 0.408 0.649 30.3 -0.230 1.287 33.9 0.863
40
-0.456 0.266 1.489 0.766 0.408 0.649 33.6 -0.275 1.333 45.2 0.867
45
-0.416 0.426 1.449 M06 0.499 0. 559 1	 35. 8 -0.184 1. 242 57.7 0.888
0 -0.576 0.386 1.609 0.646 0.553 0.604 39.4 -0.29b
-
!..356 70.8
,,-1 U. 547 1.449 u.485 0.5:4 0.512 41.1 -0.184 1 242
-6.376 0.547 1.409 0.485 0.567 0.490 31.5 -0.230 1.287
i6. 5 -0.70 1. 126
61.2 -0.70 1.128
70.7 U. 066 0.991
6 0.020 11.037
TABLE 1-•1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, FICA STATOR B
50% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
C P 	 S Factor	 t P	 S Factor
Chord	 10'	 Spar.	 10`' Span	 _	 90~ Span	 90 17 Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surfacc	 Surface	 Surfa.i	 Surfacc	 Surface
CP	 5 Factor







-0.821 0.419 1_x51 0. 610 0.309 0.747 19.2 -U.263 1.319 n.3 0.b37
-
- -1	 7 0. 333 1.637 .1. 69', 0.217 0.639 22.6 -0.263 1.919 13.7 0.846
-0.47'1) 11: 290 1.509 u. 73:3 0.332 0.-24 24.7 -0.194 1.251 18.6 0.849
-U. 479 0.419 1.509 o. 610 0.332 11. 724 27.9 -0.24 1) 1.297 23.5 0.855
-0.35 l (1.333 i. 380 1. 696 1).-123 0. G33 30.3 -U. 194 1.251 33.9 0.864
}1 - 0. 436 0-162 1.466	 1	 n .568 0.423 0.633 33.6 -0.217 1. 27 .1 ^15.2 0.679
-0.350 0.462 1.380 0.566 0.515 0.541 35.8 -9.148 1.205 57.7 0.691
-0.47 1.3 0.590 1.1309 0.439 0.469 u. 5_7 :39.4 -0.240 1.297 70.8
-0.30b 0.590 1.33b 0.439 o.560 0.495 41.1 -0.125 1.182
7n
-0.306 0.590 1.338 0.439 0.652 0.404 51.5 -0.171 1.228
56. 5 -0.011 1.068










PR -SSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
50% ;ESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
( P	 S Factor	 ( p	 S Factor
I. h"I - d	 10'; Span	 l0" Span	 90'^i Span	 90 ' ; Span
Sucti o n	 Pressur e	Suction	 }'ressurt^	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Skirfa,.	 Surface	 Surface	 Surfacc	 Surface
1'	 S Factor







1	 ' -0.08 U. 441 l .539 u. 589 0.3b5 U. 67 4 19.2 -0. 132 1. 192 8.3 0. 642
-o.651 U.4U2 1.6H2 0.628 0.320 0.739 22.6 -0.132 1.192 13.7 0.851
2 - U. 534 u. 363 1.565 0.661 0.406 0.653 24. 7 -0.062 1.127 16.6 0.857
„i -(1. .117 0.'lb5 1.	 }•}r 0. 145 0.406 0.653 27.:1 -0. 110 1. 170 23. (i, 860
3 1,370 u 0	 71 U.588 3t'. 3 -0.046 1. 106 33.9 6. 872
-0 0 1	 I 45.'2 !).864
1
-0.183 U. 411 1.'214 0.589 0.579 0.480 35.8 -0. 303 L u62 57. 7 11.899
" 11 -0.183 o. 441 1.21.} 0. 589 u. 536 0. 5 2. 3 39.4 -0.067 1. 127 70.8
01 ' 1 -0.144 0. 597 1. 1	 1.433
1.1.5	 I	 0.472
0.622 0.437 } 1. 1 -0.003 1.062










- 79.6 -0.049 1.106
TABLE 1-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
50`1 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 6
C p	 S Factor	 c p	 S Factor
Chord I	 1(1'; Span	 IC Span	 90	 Slzn	 90'. Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 S-irfaL-U	 ! Surface	 Surface	 Surface
1
CP	 S Factor







1 ' 0.828 346 1.859 0.685 0.326 0.730 19.'2 -u. 185 .242 8.3 0.842
=" -u. 787 u. 16} 1.819 0.847 0.259 0.797 22. 0 -'•1'.29 1.'286 13.7 0.848
- 5
-0.625 0.184 1.657 4.847 0.34b 01.708 2-1.7 -0.140 1.197 19.6 C. 857
110 -0.595 0.103 1.616 0.921+ (1.326 0.'.30 27.9 -0.207 1.264 23.5 0.160
35
-0.501 U. 143 1.:.35 0.887 0. 437 0.619 30. 3 -0. 118 1. 175 33.9 0.869
40
-0.504 0.143 1.535 0.887 0.415 0.641 33.6 -0.185 1.242 45.2 0.881
15
-0.423 0.224 1. •1Z4 0.806 0.526 0.530 35.8 -0.073 1. 131 57.7 0.893
f1 -u.382 (1.305 1. 41 r 0.725 0.482 o. 574 39. 1 -0. 162 1.220 70.81 0.893
0'0
-0.301 0.386 1.333 0.644 0.571 0.485 41.1 -0.051 1.106
70
-0.261 0.386 1.292 0.644 0.526 0.530 51.5 -0.118 1.175
56.5 0.037 1.019
61.'-' -0.051 1.106
70.7 1	 0.1'26 0.930




fPRAIT 6 WHITNEY AiRCRAPT
TABLE 2-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
70% DESIGN SPEED, POIN T 1
t p	 S Factor	 P	 S Factut
Chord	 10', Span	 lu';_ Span	 90`	 an	 90; Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure




90;' Span	 90", Span
Suction	 Suet•on
Surface	 Surface






1 J 0. 3!3 0.124 1.392 0. 954 0. 153 0.963 8. 3 0. 662
2 1) 1	 -0.344 0.051 1. 128 1.027 0.107 1.025 22-.6-1--0.269 1.405 13.7 0.668
25 -0.331 0.106 1.410 ++.972 0.222 0.914 24.7 -0.280 1.417 18.6 0.865
-0.422 o.069 1.501 1. 009 0.256 0. 880 27.9 -0. 292 1,428 23.5 0. 668	 I




40 -0.550 0.16. 1.629 0.918 0.359 0.777 33.6 -0.260 1.417 45.2 0.724
45 -0.605 0.34.'• 1.693 0.735 0.450 0.685 135.8 -0.280 1.417 57.7 0.756
5o -0.169 0.361 1.848 0.717 0.450 0.685 39.4 -0.337 1 474 70.8
' ;0 -0.659 0.50? 1.738 0.571 0.519 0.617 41.1 -0.303 1.440
;o -0.513 0.507 1.592 0.571 0.519 0.617 51.5 -0.257 1.394
56.5 -0.132 1.268
6	 ^ -0.075 1.211
-- 70. 7 -0.006 !.143- _ -
- _ 79.6 -0.017 1.154 J
TABLE 2-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, FICA STATOR B
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
t P	 S Factor	 P	 S Factul
chord +	 10	 Spa 1.	 10 ; Span	 901-, Span	 9C Span









<	 CP	 S Factor
( hord
	







-0.363 0.237 1.439 0.`34; 0.211 0.912 19.2 -0.244 1.375 8.3 0.677
-' .363 0. 153 1. 439 0. 921 0. 182 0. 947 22.6 -0.233 1.363 13.7 0.692
-u. 327 0.190 1. 402 0.884 0.275 0.955 24.7 -0.244 1.375 13.6 0.652
-0.392 0.153 1.457 0.921 0.309 0.820 27.9 -0.233 1.363 23.5 0.697
-u.3Q3 0.237 1.439 0.94; 0.371• 6.751 30.3 -0.233 1.363 33.9 0.720
1n
-0.456 0.227 1.531 0.8-17 0.402 0.727 33. 6 -0. 233 1.363 45.2 0. 749
15
-0.511 0.370 1.586 0.699 0.494 0.63:; 35.8 -0.210 1.340 57.7 0.775
-11. 659 11.412 1.134 0.662 0.471 0.658 39.4 -0.233 1,363 70.8
-0.548 o, ; .11 1. 1;23 0.533 0.552 0. 577 -11.	 1 -0.210 1.340
-u. 437 D. 541 1.512 0.533 0..`41 0.589 51.5 -0.162 1.294
56. 5 -0. 048 1.178










PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
70% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
C P	 S Factur	 C 	 S Factor
Chord	 10'	 Span	 10'; Spar,	 9017 Span	 90" Snan
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface












15 -0.476 0.281 1.544 0.786 0.263 0.858 .9.2 -0.221 1.344 8.3 0.695
20 -0.418 O.223 1.486 0. 845 0. 216 0.906 - 1 22. 6 -0.221 1.344 13.7
25 -0.340 0.242
-
1.408 0. S25 0.311 0.811 24. 7 -0.210 1. 332 18. ,t 0. 715
:1O -0.379 0.203 1.447 0.864 0.322 0.799 27.9 -0.210 1.332 23.5 0.:23
35
-0.34() 0.281 1.408 0.786 0.417 0.704 30. 3 -0.186 1. 308 33. 9 0. 743
40 0. -:. 3 0.281 1.486 0.786 0.417 0.704 33.6 -0.198 1.320 45.2 0.771
4 % -n, 416 0.398 1.486 0. 070 0.524 0.598 35. 5 -i 1 . 156 1.273 57.7 0. 794
30 -0.515 0.437 1.583 0.631 0.500 0.:22 39.4 -0.198 1.320 70.9
-0.41 0.553 1.486 0.514 0.583 0.5:79 41.1 -0.150 1.273










PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, FICA STATOR B
70'- DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
^-
C p	 S Factor	 C p	 S Facto,
Churd	 10 	 Span	 10'	 Span	 50° Span	 90 : Span
Suction	 p ressure	 Suction	 Pres5un•	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface
	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surhuc	 Surface•
-0.'13	 0.348	 776	 0.674-	 u. 317	 U. 801
t p	 S Factor
c Iwrd







19.2 -0.193 1.312 8.' 0.706
20 -0.509 0.326 1.572 0.736 0.257 0.860 22.6 -0.205 1.324 13.7 0.726
-0.386 0. 326 1.450 0. 736 0.364 0.753 24.7 -0.158 1. 27F; 18. (1 0.714
30
-0.345 0.286 1.409 o. 777 0.364 0.753 27.9 -0.170 1.288 23.5 0.742
35 -0.28.1 0.367 1.3.18 0.695 0.460 0.658 30.3 -0.134 1.253 33.9 0.702
f0
-0.325 0.367 1.398 1).695 0.448 0.670 33.6 -0.158 1.276 45.2 0.787
45
-0.20-1 0.449 1.348 0.611 0.543 0.575 35.8 -6.086 1.205 57.7 0.809
541 -0.3.15 0.490 1.409 0.573 0.519 6.599 39.4 -	 .122
-0.07-1
1.241 70.8
-0.241 0.571 1.307 0.451 V. 614 0.504 41.1 1.193












Vo RA" & WKITNEY A 4r'RA--
TABLE 2-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
M DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5r
t P	 Factor	 tP	 S Factor
i."rord	 l	 Span	 I	 Span	 _	 Q O'	 an	 90'- Soa n
ton









C hord	 n0- Span	 Q _Span




-:c: a	 - Ratio
P/p,
1" -O. A56 0.419 1.917 0.640 0.347 0.769 19.2 -O.iSS	 I !.27' 8.3 'i• T 14
_c -0.753 0.337 1.743 0.722 0. 9I6 22. n -0.:93 !.311 13.7 0. 736
- 0.566 0. 319 i. F2S 0. 743 0.383 0. 73 .1 24.7 -0. 13, 1.252	 I 1S G 0.744
-0.455 0.275 i.;25 0.73, 0.395 0.722 27.9 -0.145 1.264 23.5 0. 753	 I
-0.353 v. 337 1.443 0.122 0.47 0.6+0 { 30.3 -(,.017 1.200	 ^ 53.9 0. 771
+ -0.321 0.33" i. 341 0. 722 J.4Ti 0. 640	 ^; 33. G -0.122 1.259 45. _° 0.- 9A
-0.259 0.4:;	 1.319 0. w 0.371 0. 5 .16 35.5 -0.040 1.159	 ( S 7. 7 0. S15
-0.239 0.461 1.299 0.599 !.544 .561? 39.4 -0.047 1.205 70.5



























TA BT E 2 -6
PRESSURE COEFFICIEN71' DATA, NICA STATOR B
7CG DESIG\ SPEED, POINT (33
CP
iSe	 nr.	 Presser; i
S Farnr
10i Spa r 	1
`?	 S Facica	 Et,
1n	 ar	 v^ 	 Sna^ " l thord ^








` -ho:d	 ,Ratio _
^	 PjPuc::cn rr.,-ore I S::..;or	 ^i
i
	
tiiff8 ^,c'	 GI: UCe	 j Sj: :a CC :F:, -face &7rfa,^t	 St.- : f91• P	 i^ ! tur1s CY	 ^ s!rface




€1-3T2'.'0. 	 i _. 3	 _' I	 0. °15.3
h^ r3	 u. 17^ .. ?6G U. SCl^
'	
12991	 }! 2'2. o ( -0.	 74 1. `s S4	 I 13.7	 0. 733
-i. ?Sb G. 302 45a	 0.451 2•i.. -0.169 t.?'+9 is. 	 :1.7.15
F----	
n
=4:)	 G. 172 1. 6C--'
^	 v.5+3
3^3
Ci.Y,'K	 G.fi51 -	 ij -









i .- = ^6 nom-1 -'



















'	 0.	 07	 u.02























3 ).018 1.091	 }i
- -
PAC:[ NO 98
PWA -J# 3 56
TABLE 3-1
PRESSURE COEPFI.CrEN-T DATA, -MCA  STATOR B
90' -, DFSIGN'SPEED. POTNIT I
If	 p	 tart, , p tactor Ckmnnelhord	 I•-	 Span	 lit	 S-A r,	 Sp:in hard	 90	 Spa r.	 l op ' span mull
4	 Prl•sstl	 r.-	 Pressur.- suctu'r	 Suction
14171 -1, k-	 &i r fa re	 ';, I i fa	 ^^s Ha	 KuH.k, v Su rh vv	 Su rh ct P!pfl
-0.316 - - G;6 4'S". 1. 1 r5 LI E! 1. 132 19.2 -0. 391 621 J	 _.3 G. 5 v
- 
0. 346 '126 4 85 1.2651 -u. 044 1.274 0.2. -0.265 495 1 13.7 7)503




1 .242 0215. 1.014 T2,. 9 1.217 1. 44'S 2 3. -.1 L% - 67'
-t). -.12 D. 02 i	 I . ^.-) I : . 110 .294 0.935 1 Xj. 3 -0.257 1.47 ^43. 9 0.533
57 .
-
0. 02 7 1	 110 0.342' 0. ', S S 33. C -').336 1.566 15.3
-3.564
-1) . 766 0. 24S i. 3(4 1) . S89 0. 42 : 0. "1 35. i -0.3'30 5s()
-
1. 57.7 1, t622:^
-G. 953 11,	 -2 2. Q',j2 1).856 0. 444 0. :31 39-1 -0.530 0.
6.257 900 -507 0. -,--2 41.1 -0. M 1- 721.
959 1.525 0.714 'S1
	 5 -1. 24 1 i. t71
61. 2 -t f . i 83 1.314
-0.032 1.9
-I^--
q. t; -.3 . 107 1. 31 7
"L-kBLE 3-9
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA ST.A TOR B
9ffo DLr--'SI(7,.N SPFEP, POINT 2
k-	 V	 Pul. %lid
pFa . Fact;:: L' p
lord Sp-jr.'	 -	
-;







-j C. [on	 Suct.or.
Su:-'ace	 13.0 rfa	 Cu rf3oe	 SL rf	 f2rrI	 S.,	 e	
cSu rfa 4.v	 Su rfac





	 72d	 1 -0 . 4 13 C-	 1. SO	 ;	 1-544	 -0. 124	 1_5:12	 22.6	 -0.374
	 1.601	 13.	 0. 44.;
- (1.707	 -0.359	 945	 1. 497	 o50	 I. 2 :	 24. 7	 7. 43.1	 1. 6:W	 18.6	 0. 442
662	 123.	 0. 446





4	 1.421	 G. 0 134	 1. 163	 --,0.3	 -0. -. 5 5	 1	 1 33.9	 G. 488
'^6 03	 1 . 431	 111.(151-0. 84 9, 33. 6	 -0. 4 5) 5	 1	 2	 0.  A)
-p L
---------	 9	 1.06S	 1 57.	 1 .551,id L	 0.1.5	 14	 -0.45.1	 1	 C392
.3 
9
-1.674	 -0.	 2. " If	 M	 0. 171,
	 1. W9	 39. ^4 	
-0. 414	 7 1^-
9 4
r"2
1.120 	 0. 2 2i. 	 1. fw l	 41. 1	 -1)
4 5-	 0.025
	 1 I. 162	 1. I l i	 0. 24Q 	 0. 9837 	 411^- 313	 . -Z)	 I
-0.252	 . 4dV
1.2	 -o. 225	 1. 453
70.7	 -G. 21"-44-3
F4 5379. 6	 -0.225	
1,	 C
P,a.GF N'^ 99
PRATT l WHITNEY A OCRAO:T
TABLE 3-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
90'7,^  DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
Hub !%lid
-	 t P	 S factor	 C 	 S Fact: t P	 S Factor Channel
Chord	 10 	 Span	 _	 10 	 n	 90'	 an	 907ar.. Chord	 90 -  Span	 90' Span Chord	 Ratio
Suction	 Pressure	 Suc. )n	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure Sucher.	 Suction P/P
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface ?Urfa t'	 `U rf3 CE'
1 -0.786 -0.094 1.917 1.225 0.103 1.109 19.2 -0.309 1.520 9.3 J. 498
2C
-0.692 3-0.1 2- 0541.5 12 1.253 0. 1. 137 22.6 -0.301 i.513 13.7 0.523
-0.^5 -0.094 1.699 225 C.?52 1.059 24.7
-0.290 1.492 1	 5 0.535
- 132 1	 709 1.263 0.152 1..059 27.9 -0.25; 1.506 23.5
0.546
:'  - ; 1_1 n 0	 6	 I 30.3 -0.259 1.;71 33.9 u.576L -0 530
-0.5S7 -0. OSh :. 719 ! . 1?7 0.312 0 399 133. 6 -0.260 1.492 ^_ 0.606
---0.
_
0. 0'6 1. 70c 1. +^ 73 0. 326 0. 8fS 35. 5 -0.22; 1. 436	 1 57. ; 0.63;
_0 0 . 055 709 1.045 0.312 0.899 39.4 -0.231 1.443 70.8
h0
-0.559 0.180 1.629 0.95 0 0.332 0.629 1 4*.! -0.203 1.415
_0,473 0.047 1.604 1.063 0.365 0. 543 51.5 -0.161 1.373
I- 56.5 -0.056 1.269
61.2 -0.077 1.299
.0. 7 -0.034 1.296
i--
79.6 -0.051 1	 1.2:0
TABLE 3-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, 31CA STATOR B
99r DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
Hub slid
C 	 Fact	 5 Facteior	 t P CP	 S Fccwr Channel
E herd '
	
10 , SNr.	 16	 Span	 90' Span	 1:0	 Span Chord	 00" Spar	 9n' Spar. Chord	 Ratio





-Surface	 Surface	 Surface Surface	 Surface
I	 1 " -6.636 V.. 396 510 0.727 0.429 0.779 19.2 -0.039 1.295 9.3 0.600
- -0.525 ).333 1.649 0.792 0.36 7 0.541 22.6 -0.058 267 13.7 0.626
' -0,332 0.343 1.456 6.731 0.467 0.740 24.7 -0.051 1.259 15.6 0.641
3 1 1
-0 .273 0, 306 1.403 0.824 u.475 1 0.732 27.5 -0.027 1.236 23.5 0.553
S	 ` -0%2 "5 1.306 0.749 0.4-)5 0-.802 30. 3 I	 0. OC3 1.205 33.9 0. 691
-
-	 G P23 153.6 1	 0.003 1.205 45.2 0.709
1 '_"4 0.641 C. 645 0.562 35.9 0.0-2 1.135 57.7 0.735
- "--:;14 0.5S3 39.4 1	 0.080 1.127 70.6
E: 253 J. 524 0.70 1) 0.509 141.1 0.096 1.112
053 J 622 1.175 0.502 0.669 0.539 51.5 0.150 1.058
1
11 56.5 0.235 0.972
61.'2 0.220 0.988
70.7 0.274 0.934





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, ;FICA STATOR B
90'°, DESIGN SPEED, POINT
( P	 E Factor	 C P	 S Facto,
Chord	 li;	 Span	 In	 Span	 90"r.	 90'n
Suc.nn.	 Pressure	 Suction	 l'ressui e 	 Pressure	 P:.ssur,
SurfaceSur face	 Surface	 Surface	 ,rl cv	 Surface
( P	 S Factor





Chord	 RatitePI P _
1:-
-0.336 0.386 1.949 0.725 0.416 0.793 19.2 -0.122 323
i
3.3 0.603
- -0.654 0.320 1.766 0.793 10.179 0.822 23.6 -0.07) 13.7 0.633
'-' -0.473 0.320 1. 59x) 0.793 0.456 '	 0.745 24.7 -0.052 1.254 16.6 0.64
3,
-0.394 0.27' 1.507 0.939 0.!79 0.721 27.9 -C ' "
• -0.292 0.376 1.405 0.736 0.549 0.652 31).5 0.024 5 .177 33.9 0.665
-0.246 0.365 1.359 0.747 0.549 0.652 33.6 0.001 1.200	 11 45.2
I0.710
112 0.479 1.314 0.634 0.626 0.575 55.9 0.086 1.115 57. 7 0.735
0. -	1 1.325 0.611 0 6 0 c+ "
E121 0.592 1.235 0.520 0.688 0.513 41.1 24 1.0760.603 1.201 n.509 0. 657 0.544	 11 51.5 48 1. 053
156.5 rO . 240 0.961
61. ^- 86 1.015
70.7 -1 0.930 _
0.202 0.999
TABLE 3-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, IICA STATOR B
90r DESIGN SPEED, POINT i)
t P	 5 Factor	 C P	 > Factor
Cl.ord	 Ill	 Spar.	 lo- Span	 907, Span	 M	 Spar.
Surti^n	 Pressure	 Suc-tion	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 SGrfacc	 aurface	 Surface
C P	 S Factor








15 -0.993 0.421 1.98- 0.691	 1 0.395 0.798 19.2 -0.141 4"
- -0.70+ 0.3 62 1.807 0.741 0.410 0.793 22.6 -0.130	 1.324 113.7 0.533
- -0.560 0.290 1.664 0.913 0.426 u.767 24-7, -0.099 1.293 18.6 0.648
-0.4fl 0.2: 1.56r 0.825 0.426 0.767 27.S -0.099 1.293	 1 1 23. " 0.665
-G.392 0.326 1	 1.496 0.777 0.516 0 -0.021 1 4
iii
-0. 32" 2 - -^ - r 5 2
45
-0.26U 0.421 1.364 0.685 0. 533 0.760 35.3 0.055 1.138	 11 57.
n -0.237 0.433 1.340 0.669 0.603 0.590 39.4 0.016 1. 177 70. o
" n C. 1 . 1 1 0. ;31 0.957 0.561 0. 5-- 1. 621 1 41. 1 0.093 1. 100















- - -- 79.6 0.140 1.0'3
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TABLE 3-7
PRESSURF. COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
905k DESIGN SPEED, POINT 7
Hui	 %lid
C 	 S Factor	 CP	 S Factor
t .
P	 S Factor Channel
hard	 10' Sparr	 10'; Span	 90'- Span	 90': Span c Nord	 Span	 90	 Span chord	 RatioI _
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure 4rction	 Suction P/1'
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 SurfaceI	 I I	 Surface	 SurfaceI
1	 ' -0. 871 0.325 1.969 0. 773 0.370 0.819 19.2 -0. 1,92 1.383 8.3 0.606
20
-0.696 0.251 1.784 0.847 0.273 0.°12 22.6 -	 1G9 1.360 13.7 0.630
2 -' -0.612 0.226 1.710 0.971 0.417 0.773 24.7 -0.108 1.298 18.6 0.647
3n 0.1 152 1.599 0.945 0.409 0.781 27.9 -0.138 1.329 23.5 0.661
35 - 0.663 30.3 -0,038 1.229 33.9 0.685
4A -0,377 0.251 1.476 0.847 0.490 0.704 33.6 -0.115 1.306 45.2 Q712
45 -0.328 0.374 1.426 0.723 0.594 0.596 35.8 0.108 1.082 57.7 0.736
5 ' 1.377 0.698 0.56: 0.626 39.4 -0.07" 1.267 70.8 0.729
60 0.053 .510 1.044 0.587 0. 5341 0.549 141.1 0.061 1.128
-0.143 0.495 1.241 0.612 0.60 0.580 51.5 0.000 1.190
56.5 0.177 1.013
61.2 0.077 1.113





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
C P 	 S Factor	 ( P	 S Factor
;he.rd	 l0	 Span	 _	 10': Span	 90'	 _ an	 90'	 Span





Surface	 S^r[ace	 Surface	 Surface
CP	 S Factor







-0.429 -0.002	 1 1.600 1.174 -0.338 1.606 19.2 -0.381 1.649 8.3 0.449
-0.253 -0.095 1.424 1.267 -0.316 1.585 22.6 -1,.461 1.729 13.7 0.452 
-0.299 -0.206 1.471 1.378 0.059 1.209 24.7 -0.490 1.758 18.6 0.423
30
-0.345 -0.141 1.517 1.313 -0.157 1.425 27.9 -0.533 1.801 20.5 0.378
3.) -0.114 1.285 0.240 1.028 30.3 -0.562 1.830 33.9 0.394
40
-0.429 -C.067 1.600 1. - 19 0.312 0.955 33.6 -0.627 1.895 45.2 0.500
45
-0.642 0.182 1.813 0.989 0.384 1	 0.883 35.8 -0.497 1.756 57.7 0.544
i0 -0.762 0.256 1.934 0.915 1	 0.406 0.861 39.•' -0.432 1.700 70.8 0.735
60
-1.087 0.395 2.258 0.776 0.529 0.738 41.1 -0.439 1.707






PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
( p	 S Factor	 r p	 S Factm
Chord	 10	 Span	 10	 Span	 90	 Span	 90', Span
Suction	 Pressure
	
Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface
	
Surface	 Surfacr	 Surfacc	 Surface	 furface
1
CP	 S Factor







13 0.193 0.961 0.370 0.697 19.2 -0.328 1.596 8.3 0.507
'0
-0.266 0.193 1.442 0.981 0.308 0.960 22.6 -0.'252 1.520 13.7 0.540
25 -0.249 0.151 1.425 1.024 0.398 0.870 24.7 -0.024 1.292 18.6 0.557
30
-0.224 0.202 1.399 0.973 0.425 0.842 27.9 0.017 1.250 1	 23.5 0.5.2
35
-0.232 0.245 1.406 0.930 0.487 0.780 30.3 0.065 1.202 1	 33.91 0.595
40
-0.232 0.466 1.408 0.708 0:515 0.752 33.6 1	 0.052 1. 216 1	 45.2 0.618
25 -0.386 0.42 , 1.561 0.751 u. 591 0.676 35.8 0.107 1.160 1	 57.7 0.641
50 1.17a 1	 70.81 0.707
60 0.586 1 0.589 0.653 0.614 41.1 0.100 1.167
- 0
-U. 147 0.60'0 1.322 0.572 0.640 0.628 51.5 0.121 1. 147
56.5 0.162 1.106
61.2 0.125 1. 133
70.7 0.197 1	 1,071
79.6 0. 135 1. 133
PAGE NO. 1 03
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TABLE 4-3
COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
C F 	 S Factor	 C 	 S Factor
hord	 10 - Span	 10': Sean _	 90 7 Span	 90'; Span
Suction	 Pressure
	
Suc to^	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surfac,	 Surface	 S-irLee	 3urfac,	 Surface	 Surface
C 	 S Factor











0.458 0.787 19.2 -0.028 1.274 8.3 0.595
20 -0, 605 0.352 0. 892 22.6 -0. 050 1. 295 13.7 u. 617
''-> -0.404 0.329	 l	 :.5',' 1	 •1.839
-0.905
0.465 0.780 24.7 0.055 1.189 18.6 0.632
-
111
-0.329 0.262	 l	 1	 3 0.451 0.794 27.9 0.055 1.189 1	 23.5 1 0.639
t C^ -0.196 0.379 1.1 64
1. :I s 1
'1.789 0.528 0.716 30.3 0.133 1. 112 33.9 0. 649




1	 1,:138 0.672 0.620 0.624 35.9 0.197 1.048 57.7 0.672
5" -0.204 0.512 1.373 0.655 0.592 0.653	 11 39.4 0.140 1.105 70.8 0.749
9,0
-0.112 0.629 1.281 0.538 0.663 0.582 41.1 0.140 1.105




79.6 0. 246 0.999
TABLE 4-4
PRESSURZ COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
C 	 S Factor	 C P	 S Factor
Chord	 IOc Span	 10'c Span	 90(^ Span	 90'- Span





Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
7	 Cp	 S Facto:







1:. -0. 729 u.470 1.884 0.684 0.514 0.737 192 -u.087 1.339 6.3 0.592
20
-0.565 1.391 1.718 0.763 0.398 0.853	 11 22.6 -0.005 1.257 13.7 0.639
25 -U.44 y ij.391 1.604 0.763 0. 507 0. 744 24.7	 1 0.049 1.202 18.6 0.649
I	 30 -0.326 ii.339 1.481 0.815 0.500 0.751	 J127. 9 1 0.090 1.161 23.5 0.656
35 -0.235 0. 435 1.394 0.719 0.432 0.819 30.3 j 0.179 :.072 33.9 0.668
40
-0.16` 0.426 1.323 0.728 0.569 0.682 33.6 0.131 1.120 45.2 0.673
45
-li. 107 0.549 1.262 0.6115 0.370 0.881 35.8 0.261 0.990 57.7 0,678
50
-0.084 0.57 1.245 0.579 0.623 1 0.628 39.4 0.234 1.018 70.6 0.731
8 11 - 0 011 ' 1 .663 1. 166 0.491 0.685 0.566 41.1 0.261 0.970
70 0.041 0.672 1.113 0. 462 0.678 0.573 51.5 0.179 1.072
56.5 0.302 0. 9-0
61.2 0.227 1.024
70.7 0.329 C 922




PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100; DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
C 	 S Factor	 f P	 S Factor
Chord	 10`: Span	 I	 1O'^ Span	 9017 Span	 90': Span
Suction	 Pressure
	
Suction	 Pressurr	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
I
CP	 S Factor







1 -0.710 0.351 1.857 ol.796 0.319 0.926 192 -0.141 1.387 8.3 0.608
_0,625 0.223 1.772 0.923 0.332 0.913
22.6 -0.167 1.413 13.7 0.629
_ -0. 565 0.249 1.713 0. 898 u. 443 0.802 24.7 -U. O11 1.257 18.6 0.640
3n -0.455 0. 164 1.602 0.983 0.430 0.915 127.9 - 0.017 1. 263 23.5 0.650
412 .274 1.560 0.872 u.501 o.744 30.3 0.111 1.133 33.1 0.6 ,
40
-0.329 1 0.266 1.475 0.891 0. 508 0.73" 33.6
0.033 1.211 45.2 0.659
45 -0.294 0.3E5 1.441 0.762 0.566 0.679 35.8 0.202 1.04'2 57.7 0.666
. 11
-0.217 0.393 1.335 0.'53 0.579 0.666 39.4 0.072 1.172 70.8 0.693
1:1)
-0.158 (1.515 1.300 0.634 0.605 0.640 41.1 0.202 1.042





i 70.7	 x,274 0.9.1
79.6	 1	 0.193 1.081
TABLE 4-6
r r
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
100% DESIGN SPEED, POP T 6
C P 	 S Factor	 CP	 S Factor
Chord	 10'; Span	 10	 Span	 907 Span 190" Span
Suction
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressuic	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface
	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
CP	 S Factor







15 -0.686 0.359 1.833 0.787 0.452 0.799 192 -0.101 1.354 8.3 0.579
20 - 0. 617 0.255 1.764 0.891 ­ 345 0.910 22. -0.362 1.614 13.7 0.600
25 -0.539 0.247 ^ 686 u. bS9 0.478 0.773 24. 1 -0.023 1.275 18.6 0.684
30
-0.452 0.178 1.60(1 0.969 0.458 0.793 27.9 -0.056 1.308 23.5 0.626
35 -0. 101 0.255 1. 548 0.891 0.563 0.689 30.3 0.061 1. 191 33.9 0.653
li t -0.323 0.255 1.470 0.891 0.556 0.695 33.6 0.()28 1.223 45.2 0.674
45 -0.280 0.368 1.427 0.778 0.647 0.604 35.8 0.139 1.112 57.7 0.695
30 -0.219 0.385 1.366 0. 761 0.621 0. 630 39.4 0, 061 1. 191 70.8 0.693
60 -0.141 0.497 1.288 0.649 0.693 0.558 41.1 0.I95 1.067
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TABLE 5-1
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
110 r;c DESIGN SPEED. POINT 1
Moi
f'	 S Factor	 P	 S Factol t p	 S Factor t'hannel
hoed	 In	 Span	 In 	 Span	
In- Span	 90'	 Span chord	 9 41 '': Span	 90'_ Span hoed	 Ratio
Suction
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure•	 Pressure Suction	 Suction 1'11'
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surfa. c	 Surface	 Surface
I
Surf. _r	 Surface
-0.866 0.141 2.069 1.091 -0.301 1.614 19.2 -0.404 1.717	 11 3.3 0. 385
-0.654 0.030 1.857 1.213 - 11 .243 1.557 22.6 -0.410 1.723 1 13.7 0.400
-0.740 -0.050 1.913 1.284 -0.211 1.525 24.7 -0.461 1.775 18.6 0.385
-0.10 0 1.336 1.342 -0.218 1.531 27.9 -0.45.-1 1. 768 123.5 0.349
2 356 -0.449 1	 7 62 30.3 -0.319 1.833 33.9 0.306
41
-0 144 -0.050 1.347 ;.306 0.135 1.178 _ 33.6 -0.538 1.952 45.2 0.440
4 '' -1 0 22 7 1. 614 1.012 0.405 0.909 35. 9 -0.564
-0.506
1. 877 57. 7
'` - -- 1` 39.4 1.820 70.9 0.750
g,l
-0.866 0.467 2.069 0.734 0.514 0.800 41.1 -0.577 1.890
•" -0.646 0.460 1.849 0.742 0.508 0.905 51.5 -0.333 1.646





PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA. ` . TCa STATOR B
1107c DESIGN SPEED, POD T 2
Hub Mid
C 	 S Factor	 OP	 ` Factor C 	 S Factor Channel
_rd	 10- Span	 lr . Span	 90'. Span	 90'	 an Chard	 Kano
Suction	 Pressure
	
Sucllan	 Pressure	 Pressure	 PressureI
Che,rd l
	90- Span	 'A- span
Suc•n,m	 Suction
Surface	 Surface	 CllrhCC	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface SarI.,	 Sur[ace
-0.911 0.377 2.127 0.835 0.414 u.169 19.2 -0.241 1.525 9.3 0.526
-0.670 0. 2 .16, 2.084 0. 9 +6 0.303 0.980 22	 I -0.545 1.828 13.7 0.551
-0.340 l.3°-6 1.55.1 0.996 0.386 0.397 24.7 -0.055 1.338 18.6 0.564
-1.341; ).254 1.460 0.959 0.393 0.990 27.9 -0.386 1.670 23.5 0.572_
-0. 10 1 0.363	 1	 1.314 0.850 u.462 0.921 3u.3 0.110 1.173 33.9 0.577,
4f
 1 .14 0.355 1.358 0.857 0.490 0.793 33. F, -0.068 1.352 45- 0.
1 ' -0.159 0.537 1.373 0.676 0.559 0.724 35.b 0.145 1.136 57.7 0.595
" Ar9-1i A - 66q 1 566 0.717 :19.4 0.069 1.214 70.3 1..769
-ii 232 u. 689 1.445 0.523 u.626 0.655 41. 1 0.117 1. 166
1 0.560 0.648 0.634 151.5 0.082 1.200
56. 5 0_138 1. 145
G1.2 0.117 1.166
70. 7 0.165 1 . 118
79.6 0.151 1. 131
PAGE NO. 106
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TABLE 5-3
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, RICA STATOR 13
110'7 DESIGN SPEED, POINT 3
C p	 S Factor	 p	 S Factor
Chord I	 ^"	 Span	 _	 10'x: Spun	 90'i Span	 90'; Span
Suctiwue	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressuic	 Pressuro	 Pressure
Su: fa-c
	
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
^p	 S F_ ,•tor





C IL2L1 	 Ratio -
p/p,
I -0.723 0.425 1.930 n. 7F2 0.420 0.872 19.2	 1 -u. 176 1.468 a.3 0.540
211 -0,681 0.313 1.88b 0.892 0.332 0.960 22.6 -0.232 1.51.4 13.7 0.562
25 -0.352 0.362 1.5831 u. 645 0.395 0.897 24.7 0.012 1.280 18.6 0.569
30 -0.299 0.286 1.506 921 0.401 0.891 27.9 11.000 1.292 23.5 0.574
35
-V. 193 0.411 1.401 M96 0.457 0.834 30.3
0.131 1.160 33.9 0.583
4n -0.139 0. 4u 1 1.345 0. 803 0.470 0. 822 33.6 0.094 1. 198 45.2 0.591)
45 -0.111 0. 543 1.318 0. (364 0,552 0. 740 35.8 ) . 175 1. 117 57.7 0.600
50
-0. 193 0. 5ti4 1.401 :: • 643 U. 533 0. 759 39.4 u.106 1. 186 70. 0.72-4
60
-0.076 U. 710 1.283 0.497 0.602 0.690 41. 1 0,163 1. 129
70 - ii. 034 0.6t;b 1.241 0..5 C. 589 u. 703 51.5 0.125 1.167









PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, RICA STATOR B
110`-; DESIGN SPEED, POINT 4
( p	 S Factor	 Cp	 S Facto,
Chord	 10'- Span	 I (Y	 Span	 9n'- Span	 in 	 Span
Sucticn	 Pressure	 Suction.	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Sur face	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Sit rface •
I
CP	 S Factor







1., -u. 665 o. 384 1. 857 0. h07 . 0.393 0.8t4 1 9.^_ _-0.193 1. 471 8.3 0. 542
21) -0.603 n . 273 1.794 0.91b 0.308 0.970 22.6 -0.199 1.477 13.7 0. 560
25 -0.519 ( 1 .280 1.711 0.911 0.357 .1.921 24.7 -0.021 1.300 18.6 0.567
30
-0.478 u. 196 1.669 0.994 0.375 0.903 27.9 -0.009 1.288 23.5 U. 071
3. -0.380 0.300 1.572 0.890 0.424 0.854 30.3 1	 0.112 1.165 33.9 0.576
40
-0.345 0.307 1.537 0.883 0.430 O.R48 33.6 0,063 1.214 45.2 U. 587
45
-0.255 0.440 1.447 A. 751 0.516 0.762 1 35.1 1	 0.144 1.129 57.7 0.594
51)
-0.227 0.467 1.419 0.723 0.497 0.780 39.4 0.075 l	 1.202 70.8 0.601
60
-0.109 0.579 1.301 0.612 0.571 0.707 41. l 0.124 1.153
7u




79.6 '0.`.161 1.117 1
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TABLE 5-5
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MICA STATOP. B
110% DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
C P	 S Factor	 ^P	 S Factor
Chord	 10'. Span	 101-, Span	 9013 Span	 90'; Span
Suction
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 SurfaceSurface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
t 1'	 S Facbu'







1	 ' -0. Ga g u. 390 1.825 0.786 0.395 0. 893 t- 19.2 -0,130 1.117 9.3 0. 539
21, -0.635 0.244 1.810 0. 932 0.3.17 0.940 22.6 -u. 418 1.705 13.7 0.554
2
- 5 -0.525 U. 236) 1.701 0.939 0.371 0.916 24.7 0.024 1.264 18.6 0.563
30 -0.510 0.126 1.696 1.049 0.400 n. 387 27.9 -0.135 1.423 23.5 0.499
.171 0.236 1.583 0.939 0. 4 2.6 0. 852 30.3 0.124 1.154 33.9 0.572_
11)
-0. 342 0.220 1.518 0.947 __ 0. 81 33. 6 0.006 1.282 45.2 0.583
'1 ' _) 1.489 0.793 35.8 0.147 1.140 57.7
50
-	 299 0,412 1.474 0.764 n	 ;-r .1 Q- 734 39.4 0.083 1.205 70.8 0. i-39
' 0 -0.188 C.544 1.364 0.632 0.589 0.699 41.1 0.130 1.158
71)
-0. 14 .1 0.522 1.320 0. 654 0.618 0.669 51. 5 0.077 1.211
56.51 0.147 1.140 __--
61. 2 0.094 1.193
70.7 0.189 1	 1.099
79. G 0. 159 1.128
TABLE 5-6
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MICA STA'T'OR B
110r, DESIGN SPEED, PGINT 6
C P 	 S F'act. • r	 CP	 S Factor
Chord	 _lol	 Span	 10"	 Span	 90'; Span	 90' Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surfacc
r	 1p	 S Factor








15 -6.692 0.361 1.863 0.808 0.381 0.913 19.2 -0.131 1.425 8.3 0.530
2 . 1 -0.678 0.213 1.448 0.957 u.335 0.959 22.6 -0.413 1.707 13.7 0.546
2 . 1 -0.567 ",206 1.-37 ; 35d 0.936 2.1.7 0.019 1.275 16.6 0.554
30	
-0.552 11,	 104 1.722 1.076 1.387 0.907 7. '.i - 0. 137 1.431 23.5 0.491
-0.469 ' I . 206 1.616 0.964 0.421 0.873 30.3 u.116 1.177 33.9 0.563
1(1
-0.361 IL 198 1.551 0.972 0.462 0.832 33.6 n.nn1 1.292 45.2 0.574
1 _ -0.352 0.35-1 1. 514 ii. A ] G 1. 513 0.780 35.8 0. 139 1. 154 57.7
: i' - n. 337 0. 3b 1 1.507 7 eb (1. 536 0. 757 39.4 0.07(', .. 211 70. 8 (1.6.-)9
1i I ' -0.225 517 1.395 0.652 u. 571 0 723 I 'll.	 1 0.122 1.1 72
-0.181 u. 495 1.351 n. 675 600 a 694 51.5 1	 0.070 1.223
- 56.5 n. 1:19 1. 154
61. " 0.088 1.206
1 1 70. 7 0.180 1.	 11.1
0.151 1. 113




PRESSURE COEFFICIEN1 DATA, MCA STATOR B
1207r DESIGN SPEED, POINT 1
( P	 S Factor	 ^p	 S Factor
('honi I	 10 : Span	 --	 10`;man	 On `Span 	 90' Span
Suction





Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
`1	 Cp	 S Factor








15 -0.888 0.098 2.09' 1.	 111 -0.254 1.609 19.2 -0.446 1.801 8 3 0.328
20 -0.783 0.053 1.993 1.156 -0.219 1.574
11
24.7
22.6 -0.458 1.813 13.7 0.345
25 -0. 850 -0. 119 2.060 1.328 -0.196 1.551 1 -0.46q 1.825 18.6 0.342
:if)

























45 -0.455 0.034 1.664 1.171 0.300 1. 056 35.8 -0.551 1.906 57.7 0.410
50
-0.51 . 1 0.106 1.724 1.104 0,364 0.992 39.4 -0.580 1.936 70.3




-n -1.082 n.457 2. 2b. 0. ^53 0.544 0.811 51.5
56.5 -0.283 1.638
61.2 -0.335 1.691
70.7 -O	 :.37 1.493
79.6 -J. 306 1.662
TABLE 6-2
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
120'ir DESIGN SPEED, POINT 2
( p	 S Factor	 G P	 S Factui
Chord I _10 : Span	 10`	 Span	 90' Spar	 90`: Span
Suction	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface	 Surface
Cp	 S Factor







1) -0.793 0.3 .16 2.014 0.874 0.485 0.836 19.'2 -0.611 1.933 8.3 0.474
20
-0.717 (1.235 1.938 0.985 0.367 0. 945 22.6	 1 -0. 611 1.933	 I 13.7 0. 52 4
-71
-0.195 0.290 1. -116 0.929 0.433 0.888 24.7 1-0.515 1.837 18.6 0.55b
30
-0.425 0.221 1. 6;5 0.999 0.462 0.858 27.9 -0.376 1.697 23.5 0.569
3" -0.258 0.353 1.479 0.867 0.529 0.792 30.3 -0.118 1.40 '53.9 0.582
4o -0.258 0.332 1.479 0.887 0.565 0.755 33. G -0.074 1. 396 45.2 0. 587
-15
-0.161 0.492 1.381 0.728 0.668 0.652 35. !+ 0.087 1. X3 .1 57.7 0.598
.""
- 0. 237 1).506 1.458 0.714 0.668 0.652 39.4 0. 028 1 1.293 70.8




-n, n91 0.617 1.312 0.60'2 0.764 0.557 51.5
156.3 U.153 1.168




-QA -- L W.41TNEY A qCRA W -
AABLE 6-Z'
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT' DA'T'A, NICA sTATORN B
120 th DESIGN SP EED. D 01, Nl'T 3
P	 S Facte.- b	 5 Factr,r	 , a harine!
Liwd	 1;)	 Spar	 SL33 n	 --2	 90	 a-r-- 2t^ -)A bar ,Kird	 pwn
Su0i'm
	 Pressure	 Suc%!Un	 Pressure	 Prrapsure	 Pressure
Lkirfa •e	 Surface	 --o r fn	 ^•;rfare -;,i rfa^,	 Sj rfac,
0. 300 0 .391! 2. 0! 10 P. 826 0. 42-1
G. :1 1 rl
1.,363
-0. 53 1 1.620 5 519
1-..671 0. 289 9VI 2 1. f;62 15. vj. 543
-f. 514 V. 333 OAK 374 0 . 9 16:I^6 -0. 2!)3 1. 5a31 18 A V1. 5 5^3
2 ll E 1 -_6-1 -1 gig 1) . 294 0.896 2; -0. 135 1	 424 23. 55.1
13 ,, 311. (1.5661-(:. 33!
0 .,7S I . 
5-4s 0. 540 0.453 0. tl 1 6 3 0r,3 1.292
10
-0.290 6.364 1. SO 7
t




-0.151 0. 5!4 395 G. 704 n. 559 0. 7. 31 1335 .6 C.103 1. 186 5	 Z:
E1 -0.201 5 2 1.419 697
1. 526 0	 .64 0-05,1 1. 239 70 . 5
60 -0.09'. 0.6:.0	 1 3:0 1 0.567 1 0.103 186
- n . 045 1.262 ;•. 561 0. 592 0. 695 4). Q: 7 1-2130^. 62 -1
56. 5 C. i 3c I. i60
61.2 0.110 I ISO
'j . 7 t--. 229 1 .061
0.136• 1- ls'
TABLE 6-4
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, MCA STATOR B
. 
120q DESIGINT SPEED, POINT 4
C	 C
S Factor	 p	 cFac cr CP	 5 Factor Chanel
I (),- span	 go-	 V'IA - spen	 I 2LI-1 . Spar. Chord	 qo^ Spart	 90 -- Span R:il...
1-1 Pressury 1 1--,-tion	 PressurC-	 Pressurr	 Pressure su,:tlon	 Suct:,,n p"p,
Su. •face	 -14.,rl3ce	 i Surtace	 Surface' 	 Surf2•e	 Surface Surface	 i	 Surface
15 -C. W., 0. •59 1.827 0.766 0.482 0.833 19.2 -0. 46,4 1. 7 55Zj 8 .3 0. 536
a n
-1 1 .51,3 ,. 344 1. 8061
0.6755 o.384 1).92'1  22.6 -0. 295 1 1.51)1 13 0. .554 a
A " -(,. 44-1' 0. 3 n 1.667 0.866 0.421 1 -892 24.7 -0.199 I i. 316 6 0. 561
In
-0. -* Ti 0. 29U 1. 6fi1 0.426 0. 4 5C 0. 84t; 27.9 -0. r,6S 23.5 0. 566
•F 3.. :3 23 0. 3b.1 1.541) 11.833 0.666 0.649 3,-,. 0.05r, 1. 260 33.9 0.573
j,:0.31G 0.390 1. 0.826 0.660 (1.655 35- 6 0. 069
r, . 15d
1.246 45.2 4 1.583
2 , 'd 0.531 1.420 0.679 0.620 0.695 3j. 75 . i. 151 57, . 7 0. 591,




069 ti. 6 i 7 1. 2e6 U.539 o. 06 0. G29 41.1	 A. 15-;
7A
-v. u22 10.677 1. 240 o. 534 0.647 O.C69 C-. 141 74
a . 36.5 1. 126 1	 i
E. I.'
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PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DATA, FICA STATOR B
12C DESIGN SPEED, POINT 5
( P	 S Factor	 ( P	 S Faetot
C hord I	 10'; Span	 t
	
10'	 S{ ,an	 3 -	 ' • an	 90 ' - _ an
Sudan
	 Pressure	 Suction	 Pressure	 Pressure	 Pressure
Surface
	
Surface	 Surface	 Surfacr	 Surface	 Surface
I
^	 ( P	 S Factor
Chord
	
90' 	 Span	 4(,' - 1,93111 




















19.2	 -C. 527	 1_ U 29
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2.1. t,
	





33.6	 ;. O1 s _	 1. 5l
1	 35. ^'	 U .nPO 	 'b	 {i
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-,) 09; 0.612 1.301 0,593 0.591 0.712 51.51	 0,062 1.241
56.5	 0.122 1. 181
i ti 1. 2 0,104 1.199
0.224 1.0-19
f __
n, lYa 1. 175
--owe NO. 111
^t
